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SMUDGED PRINT
Jottings from - - -
Jo's
Notebook
There's an editorial on page two of this
week's issue that I think deserves your con-
sideration.
It points out some comments that a
journalism professor thinks are the ingredi-
ents for making a great newspaper.
Unfortunately there is an immense
"reality gap" in what is taught in the class
room about how a newspaper should be pub-
lished, and how it IS published, and MUST
be published.
The professor undoubtedly has never
come in contact with a certain breed of pub-
lic officials who assume an office, take the
oath to protect the public trust, and then im-
mediately go about the business of viewing
the office as a private enterprise, refusing to
give out public information and treating the
communications media as though it were a
„conglomerate of nosey busy-bodies.
In spite of the tirade let loose by Vice-
President Spiro T. Agnew concerning the
tactics of the news-gathering media, let me
make it clear here and now, that some of the
very people who criticize the press are the
very ones who ought to be thankful unto
death that there are newspapers willing to
take the brunt of public condemnation, even
rebuke, while protecting the people's right
to know.
Down To Specifics
The comments we make today are in no
manner related to any other incidents of
newspaper controversy, past, present or fu-
ture, but rather to point out that within the
past week an alleged murder was committed
and another sick man was apprehended for
public actions that could only come from an
individual whose mentality was pitifully
confused.
Seeking to learn the facts in both cases
we, of necessity, called the Fulton County
Sheriff who, arrogantly advised us that "he
weren't going to give us no news," about the
sick individual, that if we wanted the infor-
mation we would have to go to Hickman to
find out about it, and even then he "weren't
going to give no news to nobody."
Regrettably, the sheriff was not obli-
gated to give us the news by phone, but then
granting him the privilege to speak "off the
record," he continued to advise us that he
wasn't going to tell anybody about the mat-
ter.
(Continued On Page Six)
1 The BeatFultonFulton 1
by the
. .
Reporter . .
J. P. Wade
•Question: — Do you think that an elected offidal
ought to keep the affairs of his office secret from
\the public and the press?
"I certainly think be should
not. I think be owes it to the
public and to die taxpayers to
keep them informed of all the
affaite that happen through
his office unto, his office hap-
pens to be the FBI or the CIA."
Closition: Of course, there
are some SAW In a Pare or
Sitrriff's oftkethMu1llbe-
Ing lovelithlried when ends •
rail ellMetimies mole. Wel hi
a case like that the intorno-
tion is rightfully withheld so it
won't tip-off the investigation
. . but don't you think that,
in cases where such secrecy is
not indicated, that requested
information should be freely
given to the Press or "Rollo
when it is asked for?
"I feel that is correct. These
thin* are a part of what the
public am paying their taxes
firbk;41rd ere entitled to know
ONE OF KENTUCKY'S
BETTER WEEKLY PAPERS
Vol. 38 Fulton, 42041, Fulton County, Kentucky
Grog Williamson (right) is shown heroes he is being sworn is.
It.. designation of naval flight officer.
Greg Williamson Selected For
Naval Flight Officer Training
The Naval Officer Procure-
ment Office at the Memphis
Naval Air Reserve Training
Unit today announced the se-
lection of Gregory L. William-
son, son of Mr. and Mrs. E. E.
Williamson, of 1107 Walnut St.
Fulton, Ky. for flight training
leading to the designation of
Naval Flight Officer. He is
scheduled to enter training in
May 1970.
Upon receipt of his orders to
the "Annapolis of the Air" at
Peoltiacola, Fla., he will begin
Basic Naval Flight Officer
School. In basic training, the
student naval flight officer re-
ceives primary flight indoctri-
nation and introduction to the
more demanding skills that
will be required in advanced
specialty training in subject*
such as computer theory,
meteorology, basic electronics,
jet engines end practical avia-
lion psychology.
Upon completion of basic
training the prospective Naval
Flight Officer is selected for
one of six advanced specialty
schools determined by the in-
dividual's qualifications and
interests. After completteig ad-
vanced specialty training, the
officer receives his coveted
"Navy Wings of Gold" and is
designed as a Naval Flight Of-
ficer. He will then report to
fleet for operational training
and assignment as a member
of the Naval Aviation Team.
Karen Anne Rice, Outstanding
Student, Gets Alumni Award
Miss Karen Anne Rice, dau-
ghter of Mrs. Barbara Rice of
Fulton and Glynn Rice of
Phoenix, Anion?, has been se-
lected this year's winner of the
1940-41-42 Alumni Scholarship.
Miss Rice, an outstanding
senior at Fulton High School,
was presented the $100.00
award at a chapel program at
the Fulton High School Tues-
day morning by the Principal,
Bobby Snider.
The Scholarship winner was
chosen a Senior Favorite, is an
officer in the National Honor
Society and Mu Alpha Theta
eneeelty: a member of the
Kennel and Green:eel staffs.
She is also a member of Quill
and Scroll, Future Teachers of
America, Future Nurses of
America, is listed in Who's
Who in American High
Schools, and during her junior
year was alternate to Girl's
State.
Miss Rice, who graduates in
May, plans to enroll in the fall
at Eastern University at Rich-
mond, Kentucky. She is also a
part-time employee rat the Ful-
Karen Rice
ton Theatre.
The Alumni Scholarship has
been awarded the post four
years to an outstanding stu-
dent with high scholertic stand-
ings by the members of the
1940-41-42 Fulton High gradu-
ates.
Right training boding to
Lynn Brown
Wins Honors
For Speaking
Lynn Brown ,of the South
Fulton Junior High School, won
top honors last Saturday in the
annual Obion County Public
Speaking contest. Lynn is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
liam Herbert Barker.
Also winning high honors
from South Fulton High School
were Jan Clement, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Clement,
ard Mike Milner, son of Mr.
d Mrs. Billy Milner.
Winning in the junior contest
was Marcia Kay Phelps, dau-
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. David
Phelps.
There were several other
sinners from other schools in
the blue and red contest.
This is an annual contest,
sponsored by the 4-H Club and
is held at Union City each
year. The South Fulton teams
are coached by Mrs. Mac Bur-
row, of the South Fulton Ele-
mentary School. ,
The first-place winners in
the junior and senior divisions
will compete in a district con-
test at Milan on March 14 with
other winners in Went Tennes-
see.
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Li.- Gov. Ford,"Zhers Push
Bill For Court Sessions Here
Through the joint efforts of the high-ranking
Democratic leadership in the Senate of the Ken-
tucky General Assembly, a bill permitting ses-
sions of Fulton County Circuit Court to continue
in Fulton was passed 34-0 Tuesday.
Taking personal recognition of the long-
standing tradition to split sessions of Circuit
Court Sessions here, and at the county seat city
of Hickman, Lt.-Gov. Wendell Ford exerted
every effort to get unanimous approval of the
measure in the General Assembly. He was assist-
ed in the endeavor by President of the Senate
pro tern William Sullivan of Henderson and Ma-jority Floor Leader Dee Huddleston of Elizabeth-
town.
Introduced in the Senate by
First District Senator Carroll
Hubbard the measure encount-
ered some difficulty in its pas-
sage from senators represent-
ing districts not affected by the
unusual circumstances that
pervade the court sessions in
Fulton County.
Hubbard expressed some pes-
simism about the success of
the bill when he called Mayor
Nelson Tripp to solicit support
for the bill from Fulton politi-
cal leaders.
This support was made evi-
dent to 1.1.-Gov. Wendell Ford
last week. At the first avail-
able opportunity when the Sen-
ate convened this week the
measure was passed by the
unanimous consent of the Sen-
ate.
The bill now goes to the
House, where State Representa-
tive Ralph Graves is expected
to sweep it through there un-
scathed.
The neceeety for legislation
arose when indictments re-
turned at Fulton, 16.2 miles
(city limit to city limit) from
the county seat of Hickman,
on the Mississippi River, were
ruled invalid by Circuit Judge
Wood Tiptoe
The law points out that Ful-
ton had to be 17 miles from
Hickman to legally permit the
sessions here.
The new bill calls for mea-
surement of the distance in-
(Continued on Page Six)
Miss CaldwAell
Hickman Man Held BRpe-wElpercetedsidenst
In Fatal Shooting
Thomas Lee Craddock, age 38, of Route 2,
Hickman was pronounced dead on arrival at the
Fulton Hospital, Tuesday afternoon. Death was
attributed to a gun-shot wound in the left chest,
according to the Fulton County Coroner Don
Chaney.
A hearing into the cause of Craddock's death
was held at Hickman Wednesday morning with
Sheriff Nelson D. "Corky" Hill, County Judge
James C. Menees, State Detective Milford Jobe,
and Mr. Chaney.
According to the information
obtained by a Fulton News re-
porter, circumstances s u r-
rounding Craddock's death are
these:
William E. nest Clark, a life-
long friend of the gun-shot vic-
tim, picked up Craddock at his
mother's home in Hickman
around 1 p. m. Tuesday. The
pair allegedly drove ton Fulton
liquor store and purchased a
half-pint of whiskey 'and a six-
Pack of beer.
After "riding around" the
Art Guild Plans Programs
For Children's Art, Drama
Expanding its program to
art and drama for children,
Mrs, Hendon Wright, president
of the Fubton-South Fulton Art
Guild announced today that
two new programs are in the
planning stage. They are:
— Four workshops for chil-
dren interested in art to be con-
ducted in Fulton on Saturdaes
during April and
— Tentative arrangements
to present here the outstauing
Children's Theatre of Louis-
ville sometime in the Fall of
this year or the Spring of next
year.
The proposed workshops for
children have evinced much
interest among young people
here and undoubtedly will
prove to be as interesting and
educational as the two work-
shops conducted thus far for
the adult members of the Art
Guild.
Mrs. Wright similarly an-
nounced that a third workshop
will be held at the Woman's
Club this Saturday (March 7).
Conducting the classes will be
Neil DiTeresa, assistant pro-
fessor of art at Berea College.
Mr. DiTeresa is no stranger to
the Fulton area having judged
(Continued On Page Six)
Obion Courts Honor Memory Of Charles Fields
On Monday, before a hushed
audience of his friends in the
legal profession, many of whom
were visibly moved at the loss
of a dose friend, the Obion
Courty Bar Association passed
a resolution honoring the life
and career of the late Charles
Fields, a prominent ena be-
loved citizen of Fulton and
South Fulton.
In • jolt session of the
Chancery and Circuit Courts,
presided over by the respective
judges of the mint, Mrs. Cor-
delta Fields and her dnughter
_pee, a student at the Univer-
sity of Tennessee at Martin
were presented a copy of the
resolution, which was also
ntloPted to be spread on the
records of the two (*ion Coun-
ty Cnints.
The resolution made evident
that the esteem, respect and
love in which Mr. Fields was
held by his family, friends and
neighbors was niso shared by
his close friends and associates
in the legal profession of West
Tennessee and Kentucky.
Here is the resolution Pre-
sented to the court by C. W.
Miles, Ill, of Union City:
RESOLUTION IN MEMORY
OF THE LATE
CHARLES B. FIELDS
Charles Buford Fields was
born in Hornbeak, Tennessee
on January 31, 1914.
He attended high school in
Hontiesic and, upon gradua-
tion, attended Northeast Louis-
iana State College, Freed-
Mardetwan College, and the
Texas School ot Mines. He also
attended the University of
Texas, where le received his
Law degree.
H was the son of the late
Vida Foster and A. C. Fields.
During World War II, he ser-
ved as a Lieutenant Command-
er in the Fat East area of
battle.
He came to South Fulton in
1946 to make his home, follow-
ing his marriage to the former
Miss Cordoba Bread. He serv-
ed as South Fulton's city at-
torney for the past twenty
years and was a strong force
in this community's govern-
mental affairs. lie was also
active on the political scene in
Obion County. in the State of
Tennessee, having served for
two years as a State Senator
of Tennessee. He was a mem-
ber and pest president of the
Obion County Bar Association.
He was a director of the
Weakley County Electrical
System, a director in the Ful-
ton Bank, a member of the
American Legion and Roberts
Lodge of Masons.
In addition to his many civic
and professional duties, he
gave unstintingly of his time to
his church, being a Sunday
School teacher and a member
of the Mcrrmen B. Daniels
Sunday School Class, which
clam is one of the largest in
West Kentucky and was a class
which he taught for many
years.
In addition to his widow, he
leaves a daughter, Dm, a stu-
dent at the Univerwity of Pro-
misee at Martin; a brother,
Jack Fields of Tiptonville, and
(Continued On Pane Six)
county on an alleged bird hunt-
ing expedition they arrived at
the grocery store and service
station at Four Points on the
Middle Road near Jordan.
Reports were that Clark left
the pick-up truck he was driv-
ing and went into the store to
buy some luncheon meat for
the pair. Fre alio purchased a
pack of cigarettes and a bag
of potato chips.
According to Fulton County
Sheriff Hill, Clark reportedly
returned and found Craddock
slumped over in his seat. Clark
took Craddock to the Fulton
Hospital where he was pro-
nounced dead.
The gun found in the truck
and allegedly belonging to
Clark is being held by the Ful-
ton County Sheriff.
Clark is being held in the
Fulton County Jail in Hickman
under a $5,000 bond under the
suspicion of murder. He has
been bound over to the Grand
Jury, which will meet in May.
As of this date no bail haS
been made for Clark.
Craddock was born Decem-
ber 15, 1931 in Obion County,
Tennessee the son of Lottie Bell
Williams Craddock of Hick-
man, and (the \late Haughty
Craddock.
Funeral services for Crad-
dock will be held today (Thurs-
day) at 2:00 p. m. at the Chan-
ey Funeral Home in Hickman.(Continued on Page Six)
The Fulton-South Fulton
Business and Professional Wo-
men's Club held its monthly
meeting Tuesday night, March
3, at the Travelers Inn lies-
Following the dinner, a busi-
ness session was conducted by
the president, Miss Anna Lou
Cakivvell. Announcement was
made that the First District
spring meeting will be held at
Mayfield on March 15 and
members were urged to at-
tend.
The nominating committee
presented its list of officers for
the coming year, who were
elected unanimously by ac-
clamation. They are as fol-
lows:
Miss Anna Lou Caldwell,
president; Mrs. Jetta Speight,
let vice-president: Mrs. Ruth
Scott Smith, 2nd vice-presi-
dent: Mrs. Dottie Morgan, re-
cording secretary: Mrs. .Anna
Belle Edwards, corresponding
secretary, and Mrs. Nancy
Wilson. treasurer.
(Continued on Page Six)
Senate Bill
Seeks To Up
Interest Rate
SB 139, which would raise
from 7 to 9 per cent the inter-
est rate allowed on bank loans
up to $7,500 in Kentucky, was
revolted favorably by the
House Banking and Insurance
Committee.
Considered one of the major
measures before the current
General Assembly; the bill
would set no ceiling on loans
over $7,500, thus allowing bor-
rowers and lenders to negotiate
mutually acceptable interest
rates.
Bankers and representatives
of the home-building industry
have testified people wanting to
buy homes are finding it in-
creasingly difficult to obtain
financing because of Ken..
tucky's interest rate ceiling•
DAVIS (mom Misers In Ihe Club) bromin the dirty dish-
es to Pewee Nanny so Pewee =aid claim Ilse plates and push
them on to the kitchen at the Rotary Club chili supper.
(Story and More Photos on Page Six)
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PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers
"were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government without
newspapers, or newspapers without a government, I should not hestitate to prefer
the latter." —THOMAS JEFFERSON
A Responsible Newspaper, Patronized By
Advertisers, Also Has Good News Judgment
With shades of Spiro dancing
in our nightmares, the communi-
cations media of this country is in
a most unenviable position of at-
tack, mostly from politicians and
other public officials who would
just as soon run their offices as a
private, personal concern, without
interference from their constitu-
ents or the press.
Too many newspapers, radio
and TV commentators are having
to do some subtle kind of public
relations work to defend their ob-
ligations to "tell it like it is."
The other day we ran across
this article reporting some com-
ments on "What Makes A News-
paper Great." It is not the strong-
est defense of the press that we
have ever seen, but just the same
we think that the Professor's ap-
praisal of what a responsible
newspaper should be coincides
with our own views, and with the
way we see our obligation to the
public. (See Notebook.)
Here is the article:
"WHAT MAKES A NEWS-
PAPER GREAT?" is the question
asked and answered by Kenneth
R. Byerly, professor of journalism
at the University of North Caro-
lina, in the December issue of
Press Woman.
"Five major things make a
daily or weekly newspaper out-
standing, as I see it," said Mr.
Byerly. "All revolve around the
able, loyal and energetic employ-
ees that a really good newspaper
must' have. These people should
be treated with consideration and
respect. However, employees who
can't or won't do the job can cause
great harm. They should be re-
placed."
He lists as the five points that
make a newspaper outstanding:
(1) news coverage, (2) editorial
policy, (3) money and business
management, (4) service and (5)
kindliness.
News Coverage
Commenting on covering the
news„Mr. Byerly says a good
paper "must have as full, fair and
accurate news coverage as its ad-
vertising and circulation can sup-
port . .. with special stress on the
local news that gives a paper in-
dividuality:"
He thinks local news is "the
key to the fabulous growth of
community dailies and weeklies
in metropolitan areas," where
many big papers are folding up.
"America's press isn't fading
as some claim. It is just getting
closer to the people. Local news,
advertising, editorials and fea-
tures are key factors in this."
Editorial Policy
Professor Byerly lists as an-
other "must", a strong editorial
policy. "However," he notes,
"judgment is important in this,
and it is my conviction that some
of our best editorials are ones we
A member of the Kentucky Press Association
Second-class postage paid at Fulton, Ky.
42041
Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton
the first of which was founded in 1100.
Published Every Thursday of The Year at 209
Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 42041
Voted one of Kentucky's "Beet All Around"
Weekly Papers.
Address all mail (subscriptions, change Of
address. Forms 31179) to Post Office Box 307/
Fulton, Kentucky 42041
Subscription Rates: $3.00 per year in Fulton.
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weaktey Counties, Tenn. illierwhere
throughout the United States $4.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 5% gales
Tax.
never publish or write."
"It is my belief," he said,
"that we newspaper people should
act in ways that will do the most
good for the greatest number of
people rather than just showing
how smart and courageous we are
— or think we are.
"Don't misunderstand me.
Courage is a must for newspaper
people and I have great admira-
tion for those who have demon-
strated it. But courage without
judgment can be a dangerous and
even evil thing."
Money And Business
According to the professor, all
newspapers are NOT great ones,
but all great ones are prosperous
or they won't stay great.
Without financial strength,
editors "many not dare to take ,
strong editorial stands."
And, Mr. Byerly points/Out,
"It takes profits to pay. higher
salaries, hire more people, increase
news coverage, add features and
do the many other things that
made our npwspapers stronger
and better."
Service
Delighted when a subscriber
to his Lewiston, Montana, daily
remarked, "We can get OUR
newspaper to help us" solve a
community problem, Professor
Byerly emphasized, "A newspaper
may be and generally is privately
owned, but to me it is a semi-pub-
lic institution with great respon-
sibility to serve its readers and to
support actively the best interests
and activities of their organiza-
tions and institutions."
Kindliness
The jinal ingredient needed
to make a great newspaper is
"kindness, or heart, or considera-
tion of others."
"We should never embarrass
anyone needlessly (I repeat,
NEEDLESSLY) in our news-
papers," said Mr. Byerly.
Kindliness should be reflect-
ed "in a slowness by us to judge
others harshly."
People have troubles, he said,
"that must, by their nature, be
reported in our newspapers." But
Professor Byerly has no use for the
reporter who rubs his hands and
says, "Boy, I've got this guy at
last. Watch me pour it on" Such a
reporter will be unfair to the per-
son involved, and get himself and
his newspaper into trouble.
Speaking of kindness or
"heart," the professor remarked
that he is "disturbed" by the tradi-
tional attitude that the writer of
obituaries is low man on the totem
pole in the newsroom.
"An obituary to relatives and
friends of the deceased is one of
the most important stories ever
written, he noted. "When writing
an obituary, treat the relatives
with special courtesy. Go out of
your way, within reason, to give
them the obituary they want."
Use Of Power
Concluding his story, Mr. By-
erly underlined the power of the
press: "Our ability to decide how
and what and how much we will
or will not report in our news-
papers gives us tremendous pow-
er.
"But this is no reason for us
to beat our chests and shout of our
might as did Tarzan of the Apes.
It is reason, instead, why we
should be humble, using the pow-
er that is ours with decency and
judgment and kindliness .. . using
it to help mankind."
1)0E-GIL'S COE ITER
WHEN YOU GET OLD
When we're forty-five or fifty,
Working hard and being thrifty,
Following careers and seeking fame and gold,
'Twould be well to be inquiring,
'Midst our manifold aspiring,
Whether life will be worth living when we're
old.
Yesterday I met a lady,
Who, she said, was well past eighty,
And her spirit belched out bitterness and
hate.
Grudges 'gainst her church and neighbors;
Everybody's friendly labors
Only added fuel to her unhappy state.
Why not learn, ere years grow longer,
That we never will be stronger?
Youth is not the only problem that we face.
Then, with spirits free from rancor
And with kindness for our anchor,
Walk the latter years with dignity and grace.
— Kelly O'Neall
1 Lt.-Gov, Wendell Ford
ANSWERS
THE
PEOPLE
Your questions relating to the Commonwealth of Kentucky Will In
answered. Write Governor Ford at Frankfort, Ky.
Dear Editor:
Each month, the Lieutenant
Governor's Office receives
hundreds — sometimes thous-
ands—of letters from Ken-
tuckians asking a wide range
of information about Ken-
tucky's government, and offer-
ing a remarkable variety of
comment.
Thinking your readers might
be interested in a eross section
of such correspondence, I hope
to mail to you each week a
sampling of the letters and
cards I receive, along with my
replies. When there is time, I
will ask the writers' permis-
'FULTON'S
i_bn-oxy Carmen-
BY LUCY DANIEL
JOHANNA AT DAYBREAK,
by Ray Hutchinson. The in-
tense, finely wrought story of a
woman who has for years hid-
den from herself and the world
her dreadful betrayal of an-
other human being. At Coen-
raad's Lodge, a halfway house
in Holland, Johanna von Lee-
zen lives with other souls -psy-
chically maimed by the Sec-
ond World War. She is useful
to the administrators despite
her nightmares, her paranoid
sense of conspiracy against
her, and her amnesia.
THE STATELY HOME
MURDER, by Catherine Aird.
Henry Cremond Cremond, thir-
teenth Earl of Ornum and own-
er of one of England's stately
homes, charged half a crown
for a tour of his estate. He had
picnickers in his park, and
"Culture vultures in the long
Gallery," said Lord Henry.
"Eager beavers in the Great
Hall," chimed in Lady Elea-
nor. "And aesthete's foot by
the time they got to Cousin
Gertrude in the China Room,"
added Lord Henry. Not to
mention Mr. Osborne Meredith
in the weapons room, in a suit
of armor (with tilt pieces,
circa 1595), . . . dead . . .
MY CONNEMARA, by Paula
Steichen. This lyrical account
of an idyllic childhood in the
mountains of North Carolina
evokes a way of life that is
vanishing in urban America,
and casts intimate new light on
the Author's grandfather, Carl
Sandburg.
POCAHONTAS, by Grace
Steele Woodward. Dispelling
the clouds of romance and
legend that have surrounded
Pocahontas throughout the
more than two centuries since
her death, the author here re-
creates the life of the Powha-
tan Indian Princess. Indeed,
the true story, as it emerges
from these pages, is probably
more dramatic and certainly
more significant for American
history than the legend.
THE LAST OF THE BUSH
PILOTS, by Harmon Helma-
ricks. This is the first book by
a bush pilot about the Alaskan
bush pilots, the flying frontiers-
men who will someday take
their place in American folk-
lore alongside the voyageur,
the pony express rider, and the
stagecoach driver—His book is
about America's Last Frontier.
It is about the daring and in-
genious pilots for whom wild-
erness adventure, strange car-
goes (from electronic relays to
corpses), and dangerous assign-
ments are daily tasks.
NORTH CAPE, by Joe Poy-
er. The A-17 was the United
States' most sophisticated re-
connaissance aircraft and
Major Joseph Teleman, USAF,
was its pilot. The Robert F.
Kennedy was the United States'
most advanced nuclear destroy-
er and Captain Henly Larkin
was its commanding officer.
Both men were extraordinarily
fine military men, but totally
unequipped for the war that
nature was to wage against
them at the northern-most
point of Europe.
AFTER YOUR HEART AT-
TACK, by Warren R. Guild,
M. D Here is a book of reas-
suring, straight-forward ,and
helpful advice by a prominent
doctor in the field who main-
tains that most people can re-
sume active, constructive, and
happy living following a heart
attack. Dr. Guild tells you
what you should do after a
heart attack, what you can
expect, and how you can de-
termine your progress—based
on his own extensive practice
as well as on the experiences
of other doctors.
THE FRENCH, by Sanche
De Gramont. This perceptive
and entertaining look at
France, its people, culture,
and way of life provides a
fascinating exploration of
everything French, from bu-
reaucracy and pettiness to
grandeur and high fashion,
from politics and philosophy :o
food, wine, and sex. The au-
thor, French-born, American-
educated, and truly binational,
is both critical of and affec-
tionate toward his native land,
conscious of faults and aware
of virtues.
THREE FOR TOMORROW,
by Robert Silverberg. Strange
characterizations, the immin-
ent plausibility and possibility
of the worlds predicated, and
perceptive commentary on hu-
man nature are the distinctive
marks of these superior stories
of the future.
BEST PLAYS OF 1968-69.
Here in the 1968-69 Best Plays
volume are presented all those
features which have made this
series the outstanding refer-
ence book on the American
theater. Familiar features in-
clude the listings of all plays
produced in New York (on and
off Broadway and off Broad-
w a y), detailed informa-
tion on the London and Euro-
pean seasons, annual awards
and vital statistics of produc-
tions, prizes, people and pub-
lications.
FROM THE FILES:—
Turning Back The Clock I
TWENTY YEARS AGO
MARCH 3, 1950
Dr. Ward Bushart has been elected president
of the Fulton Rotary Club for the coming year.
Paul Westpheling was elected vice-president,
Gordon Baird, secretary and Arch Huddleston
was re-elected treasurer. Retiring President
Clyde Williams, Jr., will automatically become a
member of the Board of Directors, which also
includes Theodore Kramer, Jr., Clyde Hill, Ran-
dall Burcham, Dr. Bushart, Mr. Huddleston and
Mr. Westpheling.
Billy Joe Forrest, who has been attending
the University of Tampa, is visiting his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Forrest. He will leave in a
few days for Daytonna Beach to train with the
Cleveland Indians.
Joseph W. (Buster) Shuck has been sleeted
as the crew leader for Fulton County for the
forthcoming census. After attending a four-day
training class in Paducah, he will help select,
train and supervise the workers of fifteen enu-
merators in Fulton County.
Twenty-three Kentucky County Clubs are
organized on the campus at Murray State Col-
lege. Officers for the Fulton County groups are
Joe Holland, president, and Mary Helen Rice,
secretary.
R. H. (Bob) White, president of the West
Ky-Tenn Fair Association and an indefatigable
civic worker, has been made an honorary mem-
ber of the Young Men's Business Club. Mr.
White, a Rotarian, Shriner, Elk, Legionnaire,
president of the Woodlawn Land Company, and
member of every civic organization devoted to
the betterment of the city, was the first local man
to be given this honor in several years.
Midshipman First Class Robert D. Whitesell,
USNA, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Whitesell, of
Route 1, Fulton, has been awarded a varsity
"NA" monogram for 150-1b. during the 1949 Sea-
son of the Naval Academy at Annapolis, Md.
These monograms are awarded to midshipmen
who have provided conspicuous aid to the first
team.
The hospitable home of Mrs. Elizabeth
Caldwell was the scene of a lovely party on Tues-
day night, March 5, when Mrs. Caldwell and
Mrs. Guy Irby entertained at a linen shower in
special compliment to Mrs. Billy Scruggs, the
former Miss Jo Hall. Two contests were enjoyed,
with prizes presented to Mrs. R. B. Allen and
Mrs. Joe Bennett, Jr. Twenty-three guests' at-
tended and nine, unable to attend, sent gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Hamra, of Carruthers-
ville, Mo., have announced the marriage of their
daughter, Donna Fay, to David Homra, son of
Mr. and Mrs, K. Homra of Fulton. The impres-
sive ceremony was performed by Rev. J. C. Was-
son Friday afternoon, February 24, in Hernando,
Miss. Following a wedding trip to Florida, Mr.
and Mrs. Homra will make their home in Fulton.
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
MARCH 6. 1925
Robert Witty, of the IC division office, has
temporarily been transferred to the office of the
new special accountant for the Edgewood cut-off
line, which office is now located in Fulton.
Highest hog prices since 1921 were recorded
this week at St. Louis, where one load of butch-
ers sold for $12.00 . . . freight traffic on railroads
is running at the greatest level ever reported for
this season of the year.
Last year C. L. Drysdale purchased the Boyd
Browder place near Palestine, and is now supply-
ing Fulton with milk and cream from his dairy.
The natives of Fulton were surprised Mon-
day morning when they awoke to find the ground
covered with about two inches of snow.
sion to use their names; other-
wise, I will use their initials
and cities.
Enclosed is the first offering.
I hope you will consider using
it in your newspaper ,and I'll
appreciate any suggestions you
might give me.
Sincerely,
Wendell Ford
P. S. I don't expect to put
any major columnist in jeo-
pardy, but I do hope these of-
ferings will stand scrutiny as
being informative.
Dear Lt. Gov. Ford: I am
very upset because the Demo-
crats have closed Hazelwood
TB Hospital. Why has such a
stupid move been made?
Yours truly,
Mrs. If. B. J.
Eastern Parkway
Louisville, Ky.
Dear Mrs. J: When Ken-
tucky's tuberculosis hospitals
were built, tuberculosis patients
had to be hospitalized for a
long time, some for the rest of
their lives. Medical advances
now permit many persons
stricken with TB to return to
active life in just a few weeks
or months.
As a result, Kentucky's six
TB hospitals no longer operate
at capacity. Hazelwood uses
only 44 per cent of its beds.
Occupancy rates at the other
five are higher, but the aver-
age for all six is less than 60
per cent.
In contrast, the State has
only two institutions for care
and treatment of the mentally
retarded. There are several
hundred on the waiting list for
whom there are no beds, and
this list is growing longer.
Thomas Layton, Director of
the State Tuberculosis Hos-
pital Commission, advised that
it would be more logical to
close Hazelwood and continue
the other district hospitals. I
think time will prove this was
not a stupid move, but a wise
one.
Sincerely,
Wendell Ford
Lieutenant Governor
Dear Mr. Ford: Why should
public officials want to hide
the sources of their income?
People have a right to know
such things about those who
hold office. Please support the
bill that would require all
elected State officials, includ-
ing legislators, to make such
information available.
A. T.
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky
Dear Mr. T.: I hope this bill
(HB23) will pass, and am glad
to support it. People are wel-
come to know the sources of
my income, such as it is.
Sincerely,
Wendell Ford
Lieutenant Governor
Letters Of Interest
PADUCAH LIONS CLUB
GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY
P. 0. Box 1424
PADUCAH, KY 42001
Dear Lion Abe (Thompson)
You should have been at our
regular Lions Luncheon yester-
day, when we had all the area
Crippled Children's Society peo-
ple in to give them their
Cheeks, you would have been
proud for the part you played
in the Fulton area.
Inclosed is a copy of the
summary for you and the Ful-
ton Club, we thank all who
had a part in making 1969 Tele-
thon so successful.
Ann ask Margaret to check
on a donation made by a Mrs.
Voegell, Pearl Street, Fu/ton,
we have not received this
check, if she has not received
a canceled check back from
her bank, it is no doubt lost
In the mail. Ask her (In this
case) to stop payment on 1st
and issue another cheek.
Sincerely
Paul Owens,
Secretary
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Miss Browder
Initiated Into
Chi Omega
Jen Ray Browder, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Browder was recently initiated
into Chi Theta chapter of Chi
Omega at the Western Ken-
tucky University in Bowling
Green.
Miss Browder a freshmen at
Western was a 1969 graduate
of Fulton High. She was a
member of the Future Nurses
of America, member of the
French Club, member of the
Gr-r-rowl Staff, winner of the
-Coliserilation Essay ,and "Sen-
ior Favorite."
Miss Browder lives in Flor-
ence Schnieder Hall at West-
ern and plans to continue her
major in English and minor in
Speech. She is presently serv-
ing as representative to Pan-
hellenic CotmciL
The University of Tennessee
at Martin Opera 'Theatre will
present its second produetion
of the year March 6-7 at 8
p. m. in the Music Building
Auditorium.
Scenes from "Carmen" and
"Aida," two of the world's
most popular and best known
operas, will be performed. Both
operas are tales of love, hate
and revenge, but the two pro-
ductions are extremely differ-
ent in musical style end set-
ting.
SPAGHETTI SUPPER!
The annual spaghetti supper
of the Cumberland Presbyter-
ian Women's Society will be
held Thursday night, March
12. Serving will be from 5 p. m.
to 7 p. m. Tickets are $1.25 for
adults and 75c for children.
This ticket includes the cost of
spaghetti, pie and drink.
Miss Wright To Give Fashion
Talk At Paducah Charm School
Learn to be a wise consum-
er. Learn to consider fashion,
performance and price when
selecting or creating your
clothing. These points form the
basis of a talk to be given by
Simplicity Pattern Company's
Miss Helen Wright, Special
Educational Field Representa-
tive.
"Fashions, Fabrics And
Techniques In Your Coordinat-
ed Wardrobe" is the title of
this presentation and will be
presented by Miss Wright at
the Ares "Charm Schools",
which will be presented Fri-
day, March 13, in Paducah at
the Paducah Community Col-
lege Gymnasium, and Satur-
day, March 14, in ,Mayfeld at
the First Baptist Church Fel-
lowship Hall, from 9:30 to
12:30. The public is invited.
For your fashion inspiration,
an adult coordinated wardrobe
of eight garments made in new
Spring fashions and fabrics and
incorporating the latest couture
techniques will be presented by
Miss Wright. Details on pattern
selection and use, fabric selec-
tion, use and care awl many
other sewing techniques will
alto be highlighted during the
presentation.
A discussion on how to be a
wise consumer centered around
wall charts and check-lists will
provide valuable resources for
the students of clothing con-
struction and the home sewing
consumer.
For this presentation, the
garments will be modeled by
4-H Club Members and mem-
bers of Extension Homemakers
groups. Miss Wright, who is a
former teacher and has pre-
sented the In-Service Program
and other Simplicity Educa-
tional Presentations through-
out the country for the past
twelve years, has the enthus-
iasm which will assist you in
the challenge of creative cloth-
ing construction.
Miss. N. S. Grove, a model,
cosmetic consultant and teach-
er of charm, at Draughan's
Business College in Paducah,
will demonstrate "How To Be
a Model", Friday and Satur-
day. She is a graduste of
Stephens College, majoring in
art and merchandising, and the
Nancy Taylor Finishing and
Modeling School.
In order to accomodate a
larger audience, the Friday
program has been changed
from the Extension Assembly
Room as previously announced
to the Paducah Community
College.
"The "Charm School" is
planned and presented as a
cooperative effort of the Pur-
chase Area Clothing Leaders
of the Cooperative Extension
Homemakers Clubs and the
University of Kentucky Co--
operative Extension Home Bea
nomts, coordinated by Cath-
erine C. Thompson, Home Eco-
nomist, Specializing in Cloth-
ing and Textiles, and Mrs.
Dean Roper, Home Econom-
ist, Specializing in Youth._
A registration of $1.01) for
adults and $.50 for students
will be charged.
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Mrs. Jo Stratton, CPS, left, President of the Capital Chapter of the National Secretaries Association, and Li
eutenant Governor
Wendell Ford holding "Boss of the Year" award presented to him at the Chapter's February me
eting. Ford was nominated
for the honor by his secretary, Mrs. Helen Price, right.
"Boss of the Year" is Lieu-
tenant Governor Wendell H.
Ford, according to The Capital
Chapter of The National Sec-
retaries Association (Interna-
tional), and the Frankfort
group wants its international
counterparts to agree.
Mrs. Jo Stratton, CPS, Presi-
dent of The Capital Chapter,
announced Ford's selection
Wednesday evening, February
18, and said Ford has been
nominate for International Boss
of the Year for 1970 selected
by the National Securities As-
sociation.
Ford was recommended for
the local chapter honor by his
secretary, Mrs. Helen Price. He
was selected from a list of
bosses recommended by their
secretaries, who are members
of the Association. Final selec-
tion was made by an out-of-
state screening committee com-
posed of impartial secretaries
who knew none of those recom-
mended.
In recommending Ford, Mrs.
Price said:
"He is intelligent and inter-
esting—a human being before
being Lieutenant Governor.
His sincere interest in, and
consideration of, all people is
not for the public only. It car-
ries over to his offiee and
makes him an outstanding boss
to his entire staff.
"He never falls to give
_praise when due and never
takes a task well done for
granted.
"He recognizes the import-
ance of the secretary's role
and the importance of keeping
her informed so that she may
be effective. He includes the
secretary as a member of the
decision team, seeks her view-
points, and uses her as a
sounding board.
"He inspires those with
whom he comes in contact to
do the near-impossible task,
and enjoy it."
Other factors in Ford's selec-
tion were his civic and cha-
ritable work, business experi-
ence, memberships in worth-
while associations, and his in-
terest in the National Secre-
taries Association, demonstrat-
ed especially to the Owens-
boro and Frankfort chapters.
Hyland, Homra In
Murray U Sorority
Two Fulton students have
been initiated into Kappa Delta
social sorority at Murray State
University, Murray, Ky.
Deborah Homra, daughter
of David Homra of 1010 W.
3rd St., is a freshman major-
ing in elementary education.
Cathy Hyland, daughter of
R. E. Hyland of 501 3rd St., is
.a freshman majoring in music,
and was awarded the "Ideal
Pledge Award".
Dear Ann Landers: Three
years ago I left a wonderful
home, great parents, and lov-
ing brothers and sisters. I
wanted to "find myself." My
folks were heartsick and I was
sure it was something I had to
to.
I found myself all right.
Sleeping in parks, eating gar-
bage, making the scene from
California to New York, where-
ever my thumb could take me.
I can tell you all about group
sex, Woodstock, pot and strong-
er stuff. I can also tell you
about decaying teeth, filthy
clothes, lice, and what it's like
to be so zonked you don't know
where you are for days at a
time. Can you imagine all this
happening to an upper-middle-
class girl, the daughter of pro-
fessional parents, a girl whose
college class voted her the
"best personality."
To all you kids out there
who are sure you have to hit
the road and change your life
style to "find yourself," I say,
stay where you are. Find your-
self at home. It's the best place
in the world — Ashamed To Go
Back
Dear Ashamed: You didn't
ask for advice but I'm going
to give it. Go home. Don't al-
low foolish pride to wreck your
life permanently. Your folks
will be thrilled to see you.
Take my word for it.
Dear Ann Landers: There
ought to be a law making it
mandatory for every woman
who marries a divorced man
to have a meeting with his
ex-wift. Had I done this, I
would not today be a nervous
wreck, old at 36, ashamed to
face my family and friends,
and stone broke.
J. R. was handsome, charm-
ing, elegant, witty and he made
me feel like a school girl. I fell
like a ton of taconite—couldn't
wait to show him off to my
friends. Within 30 days, I loan-
ed him $2500 to buy an en-
gagement ring. (Gaye" is a
better word.)
We were married only three
weeks when I realized J. R.
had turned my home into an
arsenal. There was no hint
Carol Lynch, Water Valley,
has been elected reporter for
the Alpha Omega Chapter of
the Rho-Mates at Murray State
University.
The Rho-Mates is an organi-
zation comprised of girls who
are either pinned, engaged, or
married to members of Alpha
Gamma Rho social fraternity.
Mrs. Lynch is a junior ma-
joring in speech and English
at MSU.
The News takes pleasure In
wishing "Happy Birthday" to
the following friends:
March 6: James T. Young,
Elvis Babb; March 7: Jack
Lowe, Joseph Matthews, Bill
Taylor; March 8: Cliff Arnold,
Mary E. King: March 9: Chris-
tine Batts, Maggie Connor,
Brooks Henderson;
March 10: Harmon Reams,
Wayne Anderson, Jim Bushart,
Mrs. Pete Green, Katherine
Walker, March 11: Sara Als-
ton, Suzette McMorries, Wanda
Sue Yates; March 12: Mrs,
Maria Hackley, Mrs. Allen
Jones, T. D. Morris...,
whatever during courtship that
he was a gun nut. One day he
backed up a truck and moved
in an enormous collection of
rifles, pistols, sub-machine
guns, plus several dozen hunt-
ing knives. His idea of social
life was three-couple orgies.
And there was the financial
side: I was told one month
after our marriage that his in-
vestments had gone sour and I
would have to pay all the bills
until he was able to "square
things away."
Aftef three months of sheer
hell I felt as if I was losing
my mind. I was unable to
s(•parate reality from imagined
fears. For some unexplainable
reason I went to see his ex-
wife. I was amazed to discover
that she was a fine, warm-
hearted woman. We talked for
hours. I learned that J. H. had
heated her just as he had..
treated me. (I also learned she'
was his third wife.)
I am in the midst of a di-
vorce now and I still find it
difficult to believe all this has
happened to me. If only I had
made a few inquiries I could
Passed by the House and sent
to the Senate was a bill intro-
duced by Rep. Walter Baker,
R-Glasgow, which would raise
the age of children entering
the first grade.
Present law allows them to
enter in September if they will
be 6 by Dec. 31 of the same
year. 1{13 66 would require
them to be 6 by Dec. 1 this
year, by Nov. next year and
by Oct. 1 in 1972 and there-
after.
Baker said half the children
who fail the first grade are
those born in October, Novem-
ber or December and have to
compete with- older children.
Children in nursery school or
kindergarten this year were ex-
cepted.
The University of Tennessee
at Martin Symphonic Band will
present its annual winter con-
cert on March 9, at 8:15 p. m.
in the Women's Gymnasium on
the UTM campus -
Under the direction of Rob-
ert C. Fleming, the band will
perform compositions by An-
tonio Vivaldi, Vaclav Nelhybe;,
Gordon Jacob, Eddy Madden,
Frank Erickson and Murro H.
Sherrill.
have learned the truth. (Check.
,ing his credit would have been
enough.) •
Please print my letter, Ann.
I know you can't print the rat's
name but if you print his
initials it might help tip off
his next victim. —Phoolish
Phoebe
Dear Phoebe: Here's your
letter but I must change the
initials. Please note, girls —
if the guy you are going with
is a J. R., he is not the bird
described by Phoebe. , .
How far should a teen-age
couple go? Can necking be
safe? When does it become too
hot to handle? Send for Ann
Landers' booklet, "Necking
And Petting — What Are The
Limits?" Mail your request to
Ann Landers in care of your
newspaper enclosing 50c in
coin and a long, stamped, self-
addressed envelope.
Ann Landers will be glad to
help you with your problems.
Send them to her in care of
this newspaper, enclosing a
self-addressed. st a m ped en-
‘elope.
Miss Milstead
Honored With
Bridal Shower
Miss Sherry Milstead, bride-
elect of Sgt. Tony A. Tay-W,
was honored with a miscel-
laneous shower Tuesiftly eve-
ning, February 24, in Fellow-
ship Hall of the First Baptist
Church of Fulton. Hostesses for
the occasion were Mrs. Bill
Austin of Martin, Mrs. Gerri
Braswell, and Mrs. Bob Hy-
land, assited by Misses Dawns
and Kim Braswell.
For the occasion, Miss Mil-
stead chose to wear a pastel
aqua linen dress which was
complemented with a corsage
Med
by the hostesses.
The honoree received many
lovely gifts, including a cream-
er and sugar bowl in her chos-
en crystal pattern, a gift of the
hostesses. After opening the
gifts, refreshments of individ-
ual party cakes, rosebud mints,
nuts, and coffee were served
to the guests from an appoint-
ed table draped in green and
overlaid with a white cutworr
linen cloth. Accenting the re-
freshment table was a beauti-
ful floral arrangement of yel-
low mums and tulips in a
silver bowl, flanked by silver
candleholders. The gift table
was also accented in green to.
complement the color scheme
of yellow and green.
Double Ring Ceremony Unites
Miss Janice Smith, Mr. Wiley
The wedding of Miss Janice Smith to David
Wiley was solemnized in a candlelight cere-
mony Saturday afternoon February fourteenth
in the parlor of the First Baptist Churelh. The
Reverend James W. Best performed the dou-
ble-ring ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Smith, 402 grandmother of the bride wore
Collinwood and the groom's a two-piece gold suit with black
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Mor- accessories.
ris Wiley, 106 North Forest- The mother of the groom,
dale Avenue, South Fulton. wore a two-piece knit suit of
Preceding. the ceremony a beige and brown with beige
program of nuptial music was accessories. Both wore cor-
presented by Mrs. J. A. Hemp- sages of white carnations.
hill, organist. After the pledging of the
vows, the couple knelt on the
The setting was illuminated white satin kneeler as W. L.
with white candles burning in Williamson sang "The Lord's
wrought iron candelabra on
either side of the white man- P
rayer" by Malotte.
tie, having been lighted by Following the ceremony, a
reception was held in the homeBobby Wiley, brother of the
groom and Craig Simrell. The of Rev. and Mrs. James W.
mantle held a central arrange- Best, 300 North Henderson
ment of white gladioli, carna- Drive.
tions and greenery. Serving at the table, which
was overlaid with a white da-
The bride entered the chapel mask cloth, edged with deep
on thea n &nb 
fashionable 
fahel er father, shiftf 0 .w e 
blue
ar;- oriental lace, was Miss Joan
Outland, wearing a two-piece
with white lace. Her veil of beige suit.
illusion was attached to a The guest register was kept
crown of identical matching by Mrs. Loue Roberts, wearing
hue. The bride carried a col- an original two piece of brown
onial bouquet of white feather- and beige.
ed carnations. For travel, the bride wore a
Miss Sue Roberts, served as navy blue dress with full lengt
h
maid of honor and Mrs. Jim- flowing Following 
vtehse 
wedding trip'
.
mie McMinn as bridesmaid. their
teal blue crepe, with match-gowns 5thhoemecouaptle
Both wore identical maki
ng  
Broadway,
' -South ru I I on Tenning shoes They wore match- .
- -liig-BOWS-in Dia, hair 'I'M. Cif': ' -
ried a single long stemmed FREE SEEDLINGS!
carnation of blue with match-
ing ribbon and tulle. The Fulton Library has pine
seedlings to give away again •
Attending the groom as best this year. according to -Mrs.
man was Dickie Gossum. John Daniel, librarian. These
Groomsmen were Bobby Wiley free pine seedlings can be
and Craig Simrell. picked up at th lihrary at 312
Mrs. Lucile Austin, maternal Main.
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DEATHS
Alton W. Simpson Mrs. Della Burcham
Alton W. Simpson died last
Wednftday morning, at his
home on Route 3, Martin, fol-
lowing an extended illness.
Funeral services were held
at Pleasant View Missionary
Baptist Church, south of Duke-
dom, at 3 o'clock Friday af-
ternoon,. February 27, with
Rev. Bobby Pruitt, Rev. W. E.
Chadwick and Rev. Paul 'Ker-
win officiating. Burial, with
arrangements by Jackson Fun-
eral Home, was in the church
cemetery.
Mr. Simpson, 75, was born
in Weakley County, Tenn., the
son of the late John R. and
Alva House Simpson. He was a
prominerlt farmer and was a
—member-el-the-Please-Ise View 
Missionary Baptist Church.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
11121fie B. Simpson; one son,
Jan Simpson of Clinton; three
daughters, ..Mrs. Ray Thomas
and Mrs. Harold Winstead of
Dresden and Mrs. Jack Pink-
sten of Macon, Ga.; one sister,
Mrs. Glen Clement of Dres-
dent: one half-brother, Johnny
I,. Simpson of Route 3, Martin,
eighteen grandchildren and
eleven great-grandchildren.
Mrs. Irma Fry
Mrs. Irma W. Fry died Sat-
urday morning, February 28, in
the Fulton Hospital.
Funeral services were held
Monday morning, March 2, in
Camden. Tenn., in the Stock-.
dale-Malin Funeral Home, with
Rev. George Comes, minister
of the First United Methodist
Church in Fulton, officiating.
Burial was in Camden Ceme-
tery.
Mrs. Fry, 77, was born in
Sugar Tree, Tenn., the daugh-
ter of the late William T. and
Eddie Walker, and was the
widow of J. C. Fry. She lived
at 1007 Fifth Street in Fulton
having moved here from Cam-
den three years ago.
Surviving are five sons, Guy
and Dee Fry of Fulton, Louis
Fry of Camden, Williard Fry
of Hammond, Ind., and Wil-
liam Fry of Belleville. Ill., and
two daughtersiMrs. Betty Sue
Brown of EvanUille, Ind., and
Mrs. Gladys Tosh of West
Chester, Ill.
Gene Howard
Eugene H. Howard died Sat-
urday night, February 28, in
the Veterans' Hospital at Mem-
phis, following a long illness.
Funeral services were held
Monday. March 2, in Hornbeak
Funeral Home chapel with
Rev. Fred Thomas, Rev. James^
Lawson and Rev. J. F. Mc-
Minn officiating. Burial was in
Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Howard. 62, was born in
Fulton County. the son of the
late Lon and Betty Cashon
!toward, and was a truck
driver for a number of years.
His wife, the former Aline
Yates. is employed by A. Hud-
dleston and Company. They
lived in the Crutchfield com-
munity, prior, to moving to
-Prittos--smen-years He-
was a member of the Crutch-
field Methodist Church, and a
member of the American Le-
gion and the VFW, being a
veteran of World War II.
Surviving, in addition to his
wife, are-one sister, Mrs. Char-
lie Stone of Jackson, Tenn.,
two cousins. Ernest Howard of
the Martin Highway and Mrs.
JamesMek of 'Water-Valley,
several nieces and nephews.
Horace Moser
Funeral services for Horace
Moser were held Sunday after-
noon, March 1st, in the Hop-
kins and Brown Funeral Home
chapel, in Clinton, with Rev.
Bobby Roberts officiating. Bur-
ial was in Oakwood Cemetery.
Mr. Moser, 55, died in the
Fulton Hospital on Friday, af-
ternoon, February 27. He re-
sided on Route 1, Clinton.
Surviving are four sisters,
Mrs. W. Quillene Berry and
Mrs. Cleo Bostick, both of Clin-
ton, Mrs. Juanita Osborn of
Illinois and Mrs. Ann Gardner
of Indiana; three brothers,
James and Dean Moser of
Clinton and Hall Moser of
North Carolina.
WOMEN BETTER WORKERS,
Women workers have favor-
able records of attendance and
labor turnover when compared
with men employed at similar
job levels and under similar
circumstances.
Mrs. Della Younger Burcham
died Friday morning, February
27, in the Fulton Hospital,
where she had been a patient
for a few days.
Funeral services were held in
White-Ranson Funeral home in
Union City on Sunday, March
1, with Rev. Robert Crump,
pastor of the Mt. Zion United
Methodist Church, and Rev.
John M. Statham, of Hickman,
officiating. Burial was in Mt.
Zion Cemetery.
Mrs. Burcham, 81, was born
in Humphreys County, the dau-
ghter of the late Jack and Mrs.
Pearlee Younger. She was
married to W. W. Burcham in
1904 and he preceded her in
death on October 4, Abe.-
had lived five miles south of
Fulton on the Union City
Highw. for 26 years. She was
a member of the Mt. Zion
United Methodist Church.
Surviving are two sons, Ar-
dell Burcham of South Fulton
and L. W. (Sketch) Burcham
of Hickman; five daughters,
Mrs. Thomas Coatepof South
Fulton. Mrs. R.V.p Dunn of
Tampa, Fla., Mrs. John James
of East St. Louis, Mrs. Juanita
Bushart of Selmer, Mrs. Gor-
don Potter of Plymouth. Mich.;
one sister, Miss Bessie Young-
er of East St. Louis; one bro-
ther, Virgil Younger of East
St. Louis, twenty-seven grand-
children and several great-
grandchildren.
John Farabough
Funeral services for John
Farabough were held in Horn-
beak Funeral Home chapel on
Monday afternoon, March 2,
with Bro. Glendon Walker and
Bro. Frank Gould officiating.
Burial was in Mt. Moriah
Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Clifford
Ferguson, Eugene Bard, Larry
Davis, John Colley, Charlie
Ferrell and Roland Ray.
Mr. Farabough, who would
have been 70 years of age on
March 13, died suddenly Sat-
night, February 28, at his
home, 116 Central Avenue,
South Fulton.
He was born in WeakleY
County, Tenn., the son of the
late James A. and Judith
Meacham Farabough. He was
a retired farmer and a mem-
ber of the Central Church of
Christ.
Surviving are his wife, the
former Lena Smith; one bro-
ther, Tom Farabough of Ak-
ron, Ohio, and two sisters,
Mrs. Anna Laura Cunningham
and Miss Dorothy Farabough,
both of Fulton.
J. W. Robertson
James Willie Robertson, of
Fulton, died suddenly Tuesday
evening, while on a business
trip to Hopkinsville, Ky.
Funeral services will be held
at two o'clock this (Thursday)
afternoon in Ilornbeak Funeral
_Home Ktianel, with lire. Frank
Gould officiating. Burial lll
be in Olaion County Memorial
Gardens.
Pallbearers will be Martin
Brooks, Billy Brooks, Nathan
LeCornu, Bruce Frazier, Cal-
vin Counsell and Ray Terrell.
Friends may call at the Fun-
eral Home until the funeral
hour.
Mr- Robertson, 41, was born
in Obion County, Tenn., the son
of Thelma Collins Robertson
and the late John William
Robertson. He was a veteran
of the Korean War and a
member of the V. F. W. He
had been employed by the Ma-
rine Oil Company for fifteen
years, and was married to the
former June Wallace.
In addition to his wife and
his mother, he is survived by
two children, Susan and James
Ricky Robertson of Fulton;
two sisters, Mrs. Christine
King of Route 2, Fulton, and
Mrs. Phillis Birmingham of
Fulton; one brother, Gary Rob-
ots:le, two nieces and three
nephews of Fulton.
Parts For All
Electric Shavers At:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
Introducing Our Churches- God's Agency For Spreading His Love
THE WATER VALLEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
— By Gardner's Studio
The Water ‘rrilley Church of Christ was organized a number
of years ago by a small group. The lodge hall over the Ben P.
Bennett's store was used as a place of worship.
In 1937 the congregation bought the old Presbyterian building
and worshiped there for twenty years. Sunday School each Sunday
In 1957 the old building was torn down and the pretest build-
ing was ere'. Worship Service each Sunday
Approximately twenty ministers have served this congregation
in their effort to spread the gospel. Bible Study each Wednesday
Lloyd Canter, Minister
SCHEDULE OF SERVICES:
10:00 a. m.
11:00 a, m. and 7:30 p. m.
7:30 p. m.
This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More P,eopleWill Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
Hickman - Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.
Dan -Cream, Inc.
West State Line
Fulton, Ky. 472-3657
Evans Drug Company
The Resell Store
216 Lake Street 472-2421
Cecil's Garage & Standard Sta.
Wheel Alignment & Balancing
110 Lake Street 472-9072
Archie's Live Stock Barn
Every day we buy & sell all kind of
live stock
Union City — Fulton Hwy. 479-2191
207 Commercial 472-2430
Ray Williams Insurance Park Terrace Motel
Restaurant 8, Gift Shop
Join us after church on Sunday
Liberty Super Market
South Fulton, Tennessee
K-N Root Beer Drive-In
CLOSED SUNDAY
Broadway So, Fulton 479-1711
M & B Gulf Station E. W. James and Sons
Tires, Batteries, Accessories SUPERMARKETS
Kentucky Ave. at Reed 472-9060 Hickman South Fulton Union City
The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman. Ky. 236-2655
Turner's Pure Milk Co.
At the Store—or at your door
Fulton, Ky. 472-3311
Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave. Fulton 472-1471
Curtis Electric Co.
Complete Electric Service
124 Morris 479-2173
Henry I. Siegel Company, Inc.
Fulton and South Fulton
a good place to work
Hornbeak Funeral Home
302 Carr Street
Fulton, Ky. 472-1412
Fulton Electric System
Fulton, Kentucky
305 Main Street 472-1362
Compliments of
Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK
Henry Edwards Trucking Co.
MC69492
Clinton, Ky. 653-2771
P-5 Fulton Co.
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Extension Service Plans
Charm Schools In March
The University of Kentucky
Cooperative Extension Service
will present area "Charm
Schools", Friday March 13, in
Paducah at the Extension Ser-
vice Assembly ROOMS of the
McCracken County Courthouse
and Saturday, March 14, in
Mayfield at the First Baptist
Church Fellowship Hall from
9:30-12:30. The public is invit-
ed.
Speakers for the program
are: Miss Helen E. Wright,
Special Field Representative of
Simplicity Pattern Company's
Educational Division, New
York City. Miss Wright has a
BS degree at Carnegie Institute
of Technology, MA-Columbia
University, has taught cloth-
ing at St. Mary of the Woods
College in Indiana and the
University of Missouri, and
worked for Singer Sewing Ma-
chine Company and as Fabric
Consultant for Joseph Harves
Company. Miss Wright is
known throughout the US for
interesting programs that she
has presented at Home Econo-
mics Conventions, and Home-
makers State and National
Meetings. Miss Wright will
demonstrate "Fashion Trends
for Your Coordinated Ward-
robe" . . . Models for her
demonstration will be Home-
Interested m a
PUREBRED
HERD and a
guaranteed market
for your calves?
We have CHAROIAIS and other
registered cows to sell you We'll
help you develop your herd and
we'll buy back the calves
FINANCING AVAILABLE
PUREBRED HERDS of AMERICA. Inc.
Suite 214 — 2100 Gar,finer Lane
lotusville, Ky. 40205
Phone: 552/451-2)10
makers Club Leaders and 4-H
Club members from the Pur-
chase Area.
Mrs. N. S. Grove, a model,
cosmetic consultant and teach-
er of charm, at Draughans
Business College in Paducah,
will demonstrate "Let's Be a
Model", using volunteers from
her audiences to show the
points of correct dress and ac-
cessories for spring. She is a
graduate of Stephen's College,
majoring in art and merchan-
dising, and the Nancy Taylor
Finishing and Modeling School.
The charm school is planned
and presented as a cooperative
effort of the Purchase Area
Clothing_ Leaders of the Co-
operative Extension Homemak-
ers Clubs and the University
of Kentucky Cooperative Ex-
tension Service Home Er.untk. _
mists, coordinated by Catherine
C. Thompson, Home Economist
Specializing in Clothing & Tex-
tiles, and Mrs. Dean Roper,
Home Economist Specializing
in 4-H and Clothing.
A registration fee of $1.00
for adults and $.50 for students  
will be charged.
Stiff Penalifies
For Drug Abuses
Senate Bill 274, introduced
by Sen. Clyde Middleton, R-
Covington, and endorsed by
mental health, medical asso-
ciation, crime commission and
youth groups, would provide
stiff penalties for selling dan-
gerous drugs to minors and
otherwise revamp the state's
alcohol and drug abuse laws.
The bill would reclassify
marijuana as dangerous drug
along with hallucinogens such
as LSD. Kentucky law now
classifies it as a narcotic.
The penalty for selling dan-
gerous drugs to minors would
be a maximum prison sentence
of 20 years, or a fine of not
more than $20,000, or both.
S.ENIOIL4NACKEMEMIENT - Ribbons and other awar
ds were given to senior 4-H area
winners at an achievement meeting held at Cunningham 
Saturday night. Award winners
were left to right first row - Teresa Turner, Ballard; Caro
l Cardwell, Fulton; Marta
Moon, Hickman; Sheila Duncan, Graves. Second row - Bru
ce Usrey, Marshall; Ronnie
Tilford, McCracken; and Cathy Nicholson, Carlisle. Th
e achievement meeting was spon-
sored by Jackson Purchase RECC Paducah and West
 Kentucky RECC, Mayfield.
• CAYCE NEWS
By Miss Clarice Bondurant
Mrs. Lurline Cruce is visiting
relatives in Detroit.
The members of the Cayce
Methodist Church were very
happy Sunday to be worship-
ping in their new church for
the first time. It is beautiful
and very nice.
We are glad Mrs. Effie Rop-
er is able to be back at home,
after having surgery in the
Mon County Hospital. She is
doing fine and we wish her a
speedy recovery.
Mrs. Mayme Scearce is a
patient in the Baptist Hospital
in Memphis. She had surgery
last week and is improving.
We hope she will soon be at
home. Mrs. Della Cruce is
staying with her there. Mrs.
Cruce will return home Tues-
day.
Mrs. Harley Bone underwent
surgery in Obion County Hos-
pital last week and is doing
nicely. Hope she will soon -be
home.
Rev. and Mrs. Bob Crump
and daughters, Cinda and
Sherry, were in Paducah last
Wednesday.
Mrs. Harry Tucker and chil-
dren, Gary, Carmen and Scott,
spent several days last week
with their husband and father
in Somerset, Ky., where he is
working.
VETS AIDE COMING!
H. S. Miles, contact repre-
sentative of the Bureau of Vet-
erans Affairs, will be at the
Chamber of Commerce from
9 a. m. until 3 p. m., March
13, to assist veterans and their
dependents with claims for
benefits due them as a result
of their military service.
look ...no cyclamates
Try these health refreshers!
HI-Fl COOLER
3 Refrigerator Days, Yield 4 quarts
21/4 cup. each 1 cup sugar
1/2 cups (12-oz can) i cup weer
apricot nectar
1 cup Instant nonfat
3/4 cup War, can) dry 
milk
frozen concentrated
orange Nice, thawed 2 
bottles it pt
each) ginger ale,
154 cups pineapple juice chi
lled
Orange and lemon
1/2 cup lemon juice elices
In a bowl stir together apricot nectar,
orange concentrate, pineapple and
lemon juices and sugar until sugar Is
dissolved. Pour Into 2 refrigerator trays
and freeze to a mush. In a mixing bowl
combine water and nonfat dry milk; whip
until very stiff. Gradually add frozen
juices and beat until well mixed. Return
to 3 refrigerator trays and freeze. To
serve: Spoon Into a punch bowl and
pour In ginger ale. Garnish with shed
fruit.
The Dairy Farmers of
Fallon Coludy
or
any other
dangerous
substitutes
in
milk!
Don't take chances!
You can be sure with
real dairy products!
MOCHA AU LMT
Heavy saucepan, Zeuart Yield: 4 cure
OR double boiler
1 duvet milk 2 tablespoons Instant
14 cup Instant chocolate coffee powder
flavor mix
In heavy saucepan or, If not serving Im-
mediately, In top of double boiler, heat
milk to scalding temperature. For each
serving, place 2 teaspoons 'chocolate
mix and 1 teaspoon coffee powder Into
each cup; gradually pour in 3/4 to 1 cup
milk, stirring until cocoa and coffee are
dissolved.
SYLLABUB'
Sherbet or champagne Yield. 4 cups
glasses V. cup confectioners
1 cup whipping cream sugar
1 cup milk V. teaspoon grated
1 Cup chilled whits orange rind
grap• juice Nutmeg
Chill glasses In freezer of refrigerator.
In a mixing bowl or blender whip to-
gether whipping cream, milk, grape
Juice, confectioners sugar and orange
rind until foamy. Pour Immediately Into
glasses. Sprinkle with nutmeg.
VARIATION: Orange. Substitute chilled
fresh orange )ulce for grape juice and
serve sprinkled with grated orange rind
Instead of nutmeg.
and the
American Dairy Association
of Kentucky
• ROUTE THREE
Aline Williams
T▪ here was a public auction
sale at the old Ross home in
Dukedom Saturday, with a
large crowd attending.
Mrs. Carl Yates was on the
sick list a couple of days this
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Walker Mydett,
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon
arid Mr. and Mrs. Everett Wil-
liams visited with Mr. and
Mrs. Revel Moody, a while
Friday evening.
Mrs. Bob Cannon is a patient
in the hospital at Paducah at
this writing. We wish for her
a speedy recovery.
Bill Cannon spent a couple of
days last week with his par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Can-
non,
James Gavrock, in Memphis,
called Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Cannon Friday night to tell
them their daughter, his wife,
has a new baby girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Cle-
ment had their daughter. De-
ann, her husband and baby
visit them over the week end.
We were so sorry to hear of
the death of Gene Howard. Our
sympathy goes to his wife and
other relatives in their loss.
We also send condolences to
Mrs. John Farabough in the
loss of her husband.
Mrs. Joe Terrell has not
been feeling well the past week.
Several from this part of the
county attended church at
Sandy Branch Sunday morn-
ing.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Williams
visited Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Williams Sunday afternoon.
Keith Emily received word
Thursday night that his son, in
Independence, Mo., had been
hurt on the job last week and
would have surgery Monday.
We wish for him a sweetly re-
covery.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Johns
and Mr. and Mrs. Everett Wil-
liams visited Mr. and Mrs.
Henson Jones for a while Sat-
urday evening.
Our dog killed two snakes
Thursday. Seems to me it's
early for snakes.
There has been a lot of sick-
ness in the neighborhood. We
do hope all are feeling much
better.
Fulton Students
Fraternity Officers
Two Fulton students have
been elected officers in Lamda
Chi Alpha men's social frater-
nity at Murray State Univer-
sity, Murray, Ky.
Randall Roper, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Lonnie J. Roper of
409 Maple Ave. has been elect-
ed social chairman. He is a
junior majoring in business.
David Hazlewood, son of
Mr. and Mrs. James Hazle-
wood of 105 Norman St., was
elected secretary. Ile is a jun-
ior industrial arts major.
Mai
• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Carey Frialds
Rev. Bobby Copeland filled
his regular appointment at
New Salem Baptist Church this
past Sunday at 11 a. m. and
also at the evening worship,
following the meeting of B. T.
U. Sunday School convenes at
10 a. m. Good attendance was
had at each service. The regu-
lar first Sunday afternoon sing-
ing was held, with many lead-
ers taking part, rendering fine
vocal numbers.
Mrs. Dorothy Hooper is a
patient in the Fulton Hospital,
under treatment for Influenza.
All friends wish her a soon
complete recovery.
Get well wishes are sent to
Mrs. Harvey Donaho, who is a
patient in the Baptist Hospital
at Memphis, where she has un-
dergone vein surgery. Every
good wish from all friends in
this area.
Mr. and Mrs. Burnett Lintz
visited -Mrs.---Grover_
True the past Sunday after-
noon and report that Mr. True
is doing very nicely at the
present.
Sp-4 Leslie B. Lassiter, who
left here a week ago for Fort
Lewis, Washington, called his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Buton
Lassiter Saturday. He was just
fine and already packed and
ready for his flight to Vietnam,
leaving that day. All our good
wishes go with him. He is the
nephew of your writer.
Mr. and Mrs Sam Mathis
were hosts to their family din-
ner the past Sunday and those
attending were: Mr. and Mrs.
J. W. Bynum and son, Hal; Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Hawks, Miss
Margarett Bynum, Sammie
Jane, Liz and Becky Mathis.
Mr. and Mrs. Chap Johnson
are victims of deep colds and
thus indisposed. We hope both
will be better very soon.
Brent, the three-year-old son
of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Bruce,
has returned home from Nash-
ville hospital, after treatment
for a blood disorder. He is im-
proved, to the delight of all
friends and relatives.
Bro. Dennis Crutchfiel filled
his appointment at the Knob
Creek Church of Christ the past
Sunday at 11 a. m. and also at
the evening worship service.
On the farms of Buton Lassi-
ter, Rubel Thomas and Jake
Berryman, these farmers got
busy the past week and burned
the tobacco plant beds, in pre-
paration of the 1970 crop.
These are the first reported to
your writer.
Health Is
Program For
Cayce 4-H
The "Bluegrass Kids" 4-H
group of Cayce School met in
their 6th grade class room for
the February meeting.
The vice--president, Sherrie
King, presided in the absence
of president, Betty Austin. The
minutes of the last meeting
were read by the secretary,
Bobby Hill. The program for
the month was "Improving
Family Health Through 4-H."
Those taking part on -the pro-
gram were Mike McClanahan
discussing "First Aid." Larry
Powell spoke and illustrated
"Maintaining Good Posture."
"Family Fun" was discussed
by Angie Lawson. Timmie
Perry told of several ways to
entertain someone sick and
things to make them more
comfortable in the bed in his
topic "When Someone Gets
Sick." Sherrie King's talk on
"Help Make Your Home Safe"
told us that most accidents
happened around the home.
She gave us nine safety mea-
sures to observe in the home.
Mrs. Robert Thompson and
John Watts, County Agents,
and Mrs. W. B. Sowell, our
community leader met with
us.
John Sowell, reporter
REWRITE CONSTITUTION!
The Purchase Area Junior
4-H Council met for their Feb-
ruary meeting at the home of
Nancy Taylor, Fulton County.
The council work for this meet•
Mg was rewriting of the Jun-
ior 4-14 Council Constittuion.
The Spring Council Meeting
will be held March 9, at the
Mayfield Courthouse.
FLASH N E WS I
Admiral Benbow is
beautifully recovered
Prom flue Pusrriraise -
looks great. Hiway
90 all clear.
Three Extension Aides Added
For Foods, Nutrition Program
Three Agriculture Extension
Program Aides have recently
begun, work in Fulton County
under the "Expanded Foods
arid Nutrition Program," ac-
cording to Mrs. Catherine
C. Thompson, County Exten-
sion Agent for Home Eco-
nomics.
Aides employed by the Uni-
versity of Kentucky and USDA
are: Mrs. Mildred Cook, Mrs.
Sarah Poynor and Mrs. Sara
Bean.
• GOOD SPRINGS
Mrs. Hillman Westbrook
Estel Emerson is a patient in
Obion County Hospital since
last Friday for tests, treat-
ment and possibly surgery for
glaucoma.
_ Kenneth Pugh, of Mayfield,
was a suThm—a—er lnesrof-Jimmie-ist-;
Clapp last Thursday night.
Mrs. Grace Armstrong is
sick and confined to her bed at
home, under the doctor's treat-
ment.
Mr. and Mrs. Garrett Bailey
went to Memphis last week
end to help their daughter,
Linda, and family move into
their new home which they
have recently purchased.
Mr. and Mrs. Durell McCall
left Sunday, immediately after
church, for Modesto, Calif., to
visit with children, Mr. and
Mrs. Maynard Weidenbach,
and their grandchildren.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Bell have
been in the Fulton Hospital
and were able to go home last
Friday, but Mrs. Bell had to be
returned by ambulance Sunday
night.
The Young Adult Class had a
pot-luck supper at the church
Saturday night, enjoying the
meal and the fellowship ,very
mulch. Also chose a new study
book for their class period.
"From Bondage to Freedom"
studies in Exodus, Isaiah,
John and Galations. Will be
used beginnig in April. Visitors
in this class last Sunday were
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Holt.
A large crowd attended the
sale at the home of Mrs. Ada
Ross, deceased, last Saturday.
The house was bid in by Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Rhea. ,
Rev. Wendell Ordway, Bran-
ford, has been secured as
evangelist for Good Springs re-
vival. beginning the fourth
Sunday in July.
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Gitli-
more and three children,
formerly of Dresden, have
moved to the William Roberts
place.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Cunning-
ham are in the process of buy-
ing the former home of Mr.
and Mrs. Larry Watkins and
will move soon.
011ie Cole and two sons, of
Nashville. spent the week end
with their father, Lewis Cole,
and Mrs. Cole.
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Davis,
of Martin, visited with Mr. and
Mrs. Loyd Watkins Sunday.
Mrs. Basil Watkins and Mrs.
Will French attended church at
Sandy Branch last Sunday.
Recent visit in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sargent
found them doing very well.
Qualifications as an Exten-
sion Aide requires about 100
hours of in-service training,
half of it in foods and nutrition
and then five hours of training
each Week as they work with
individuals and families to in-
crease their competence in
home management. The aides
will make home visits and pro-
vide intensified and highly per-
sonalized service to families to
help them, get the most in
nutritious food value from the
foods available to them. They
may also work in small group
situations. Improved eating
habits and better balanced
meals for the families are ex-
pected results.
At the present time, fifteen
aides are employed in the Pur-
chase Area in Fulton, Hick-
man, Carlisle, Ballard and Mc-
Cracken Counties. Mrs. Emma
FULL SHELVES
The average grocery store of
1940 carried, about a thousand
food items. Today's super-
market offers 8,000 items, and
more than half weren't avail-
able even a decade ago.
Maxfield, Area Food Special-
-with-offirea-leeated-at-
Reidland, will coordinate, train
and supervise the program in
cooperation with the local Ex-
tension personnel.
Aides are also serving in all
50 states, Puerto Rico and the
District of Columbia. accord-
ing to Mrs. Catherine Thomp-
son.
• LATHAM
Mrs. W. C. Morrison
Mrs. E. E. Shanklin returned
from the Baptist Hospital Sat-
urday much improved, follow-
ing major surgery several days
ago.
Aunt Jeanie Turner, of Pal-
mersville, w a s transferred
from the Fulton Hospital to
the Hawes Nursing Home last
Friday.
Our community was shocked
and grieved at the sudden
death of Alton W. Simpson, at
his home last Wednesday, after
an extended illness. Survivors
include his wife, Mollie B.
Pounds Simpson; a son, John
Mack of Clinton; three daugh-
ters, Mrs. Martha Thomas of
Dresden, Mrs. Mildred Win-
stead, also of Dresden, Mrs.
Jack Pinkston (Mable) of
Rome, Ga.; eighteen grand-
children, eleven great grand-
children; a sister, Mrs. Pearl
Clement of Dresden; a half-
brother, John Lee Simpson of
Route 3, Martin. Services were
held at Pleasant View Mission-
ary Baptist Church, of which
he was a member, on Friday
at 2 p. .m.. with Rev. Bobby
Pruitt, Rev. W. E. Chadwick
and Rev. Paul Merwin officiat-
ing. Interment, by Jackson
Funeral Home, was in the
church cemetery.
Chess Morrison is some bet-
ter. Visitors this week were:
Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Bowlin,
Harry Carney, Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Vaughan, Mr. and
Mrs. Doyle Bowlin, Mr. and
Mrs. Bonnie Cummings and
Orvin Morrison..
Complete Roof
Planned Protection
See us for - - -
Your insurance Needs
RICE AGENCY
Fulton 472-1341
e A rollicking holiday on the
ealf Coast at Biloxi's most
luxurious inn The red carpet Is out for you
luxurious rooms with TV, tile baths.
air-conditioning. Convenient location.
• Swimming pool and patio
• Pirate's Cove for finest seafood, steaks
• Crow's Nest Lounge-colorful, plush
Bask on Biloxi's 27 mile long sand beach
• Enjoy water sports, fishing, golf
Explore 1311oxi's old world charm-.
picturesque and historic sightseeing-
relax and watch the shrimp boats corm
In. Get free brochure MY&
C011te ViSlt US 300111,
U. S. HIGHWAY 90 AT OAKMONT PLACE
BILOXI, MISSISSIPPI
.ft-ftftft
— In Operation U Years —
* Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night *
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
W. D. Powers Greenfield
Pullen Pions 235-2293
IlPhene 472-11153
J. B. MANES SONS
Gressifield, Taint.
NOTEBOOK—
(Continued From Page One)
Judge and Jury!
Here is the case where a public official,
sets himself up as judge and jury, while at
the same time refusing to acknowledge that
maybe a newspaper reporter has a little in-
telligence to judge whether the incident is
for publication or not.
It may come as a great shock to Sheriff
Corky Hill, that all during the term of office
of Sheriff (now County Judge) Buck Menees
that all three newspapers in Fulton County,
and radio station WFUL were completely
filled in on an untold number of cases that
never reached the public, not because we
were trying to withhold the news, but be-
cause we were trying to help the sheriff in
discharging his duties as a-law enforcement
officer.
When the stories became news, we
printed them; if they were of a personal na-
ture that could only hurt the members of the
families of the individuals involved, we
didn't print them, hoping beyond hope that
the problems could be resolved in the family,
exactly where they began.
Such was thecase of the individual tak-
en into custody last week. Judge Menees fill-
ed us in on the matter. It was riot a pleasant
story. We are not publishing it.
But we made this decision ourselves.
We certainly didn't need a public official to
make this decision for us.
Murder . . . a Private Affair?
Then there is the story of the alleged
murder that appears in this week's issue of
the News. We had to piece this story togeth-
er from a dozen sources when we heard on
WFUL's Live Wire that an individual had
been taken to the Fulton Hospital and was
"dead on arrival."
This could only mean an auto accident,
a fatal shooting, a farm accident or a dozen
other unusual events:- Straight news, nothing
else.
Naturally, a reporter wants to find out
the circumstances. Not wanting to get into
another "private information for a public of-
ficial" debate with Sheriff Hill we consulted
other sources of information until we pieced
the story together.
A reporter called Sheriff Hill to sub-
stantiate the facts, only to be asked innumer-
• able times, "who you been talking to?" As if
it was any concern of his who wanted to co-
operate with the press.
We got the story. Kenneth Taller at
WFUL was not so fortunate. He's a wonder-
ful .guy and doesn't like to get into a lot of
controversy, but even his dander got up in
the air.
We know we can be mighty insistent at
times, but you'd better thank your lucky
stars that we are. Yet give us credit for be-
ing intelligent, even compassionate human
beings.
There was a meeting held in this town
Monday night that can only lead to untold
problems for those of us who try to make
Fulton a better place to live. We're going to
wait until More develops before we give you
this story.
Meanwhile, understand us. We want to
tell it like it is: we intend to; and above all
we're not going to let any public official
make decisions on the matter of our obliga-
tions to our readers.
In the vernacular of crime and punish-
ment, public officials can go-so far with mak-
ing private matters out of public business,
but pretty soon they'll hang themselves.
UNEMPLOYMENT EQUALt
Unemployment is unevenly
distributed among all the geo-
graphic sections of the (Win-
try. In the West, the incidence
of joblessness in 1968 was far
Move the average for the
United States, while in both
the Northeast and North Cen-
tral regions, unemployment
rates were lower than national
average.
/I Greenfield Monument Works
Andy Batts Is
Working On
PHD Degree
Andy Batts, son of Mr s-cl
Mrs.. Robert A. Batts of Ful-
ton, Route 3 has been initiated
into the Omicron Delta Epsilon
Fraternity of the University of
Kentucky in Lexington.
A 1965 graduate of Fulton
High School, Andy was an
Honor Student, member of the
National Honor Society, mem-
ber of the Quill and Scroll,
awarded the Yearly Citizenship
Award, member of the Fulton
Bulldogs 2 years, and a mem-
ber of the Fulton High Track
Team for 2 years.
Young Batts is presently
working on his Master's De-
gree at the University of Ken-
tucky and plans to complete
his PH/2 in Economics. He is a
member of the ATO Fraternity
at the University of Kentucky.
He and his wife, the firmer 
Aurelia Adams of Richmond,
Kentucky reside in Lexington
where she is a teacher at the
Lexington Lafayette High
School.
Dr. Jones Is
New President
Of Library
The February meeting of the
Fulton. County Library Board
was held February 2 at the
Hickman library building in
Fikkman.
Dr. J. L. Jones, Jr., was
elected president of the board
to fill the unexpired term of
Mrs. Robert Rudolph.
Other members of the board
who attended were: Julius
Flaikoff, vicespresident; Mrs.
W. B. Sowell, secretary; Mrs.
Ernest Fall, Jr., treasurer:
and Mrs. Guy Hale, Jr. Mem-
bers of the advisory board are:
Mrs. Arch Huddleston, Jr., Joe
Sanders, Mrs. C .E. Mayfield,
Mrs. Frank B. Bird, Jr., and
Mrs. Robert Rudolph.
The next meeting will be
held March 19, at the Fulton
Library building in Fulton.
HDA Clubs
To Sponsor
Cancer Drive
It was announced that the
Home Demonstration Clubs
voted at the County Council
meeting to make the Cancer
Crusade in the rural part of
the county during April, at the
meeting in the home of Mrs.
Jim Burke.
The devotional was given by
Mrs. Ada Rhodes. Plans were
made for the National Home
Demonstration week, the first
week in March.
Mrs. Jim Burke substituted
for Mrs. Myrtle Temple, giving
the Home Management lesson.
The Home Furnishing lesson
was given by a round table
discussion on good buys and
points to remember in the se-
lection at ail -ma* appliances
and furniture and. Recess()
for the home.
The recreation was directed
by Mrs. Paul Reams and the
door prize was won by Mrs.
Johnny Hazelwood. Refresh-
ments were served.
The next meeting will be In
the home of Mrs. Jeter Wheat
and visitors are cordially n-
vited.
HICKMAN MAN—
(Continued from Page Ono
Rev. John M. Statham will of-
ficiate and burial will be in the
Hickman cemetery.
Survivors, in addition to his
Mother, include two sons,
Stevie Craddock of Hickman,
and Eddie Lee Craddock of
Chicago; six brothers, Cheater,
Lloy, Dee and Don of Hickman,
James of Walnut log, Dale of
Chicago, and one sister, Mrs.
Evalene Vowell of Memphis.
RED CROSS MEETING
The Board of the American
Red Cross will meet tonight
(ThuredaP) at ,p. m. in the
Clianiber of Commerce office
to complete plans Inc the an-
nual had drive, Which will 60-
gin on March 9 with a drive in
the business sections.
News Goes To A Chili Supper Cage Tourney
Starts Here
At Fulton Hi
Too many cooks didn't spoil the broth—er, chill—at the Rotary
Club's chill supper last Friday at the South Fulton cafeteria.
Fact is, It took all the cooks the Club had to keep making chill
as the customers continued to pour in and the anticipated stock
on hand was soon exhausted. (Above, from left): Bill Fossett,
Arnold Fagner and Buck Menses stirred up a now batch.
DAVID PHELPS
some of Ow delicious pies that wre served
The District Basketball
Tournament will be played this
year at the Fulton City High
School, starting 'tonight (Thurs-
day) with game time each eve-
ning at 7:30 p. m.
The first game wild be be-
tweeo the defensive Hickman
County Falcons and the ever-
fighting Carlisle County Com-
ets.
The second game, Friday
night, will be between the Ful-
ton County Pilots and their
rivals, the FulLn City Bull-
dogs.
Saturday game will
be the big game between the
Hickman County Falcons-Car-
lisle County Comets winner,
and the Fulton County Files-
Fulton City Bulldogs winner to
determire the District (bane
tine. Awards will be given af-
ter the Championship game.
ORION COURTS—
(Contlisued from Page onz,
one sister, Mrs. Emily Morris
of Seattle, Washington. He was
devoted to his wife and child
and his happiest hours were
spent at home with them.
tie was a member Of the law
firm of White and Fields for
many years, having practiced
with his ease friend end as-
sociate, Paul White, since 1953.
Mr. Fields had a profound
faith in the nearness and good-
• of God throughout his en-
tire life.
He always believed in fair
play and never hesitated to
represent the weak agairot the
poorand Harold Henderson take a pleased look at strong or the rich, ,,x1 90 lived against the as a man
with the NIPPor, that he carried the respect, not
only of his fellow lawyers, but
of the entire community, and
commanded the true and un-
dying affection of a host of
loyal friends. By his life we
know he believed those im-
mortal verses found in Corin-
thians, Chapter 13, 1-7:
J. D. Hales costs a worried look at the long line of people wait-
ing for chili as the kitchen crew announce that their original
stocks, expecting to serve ISO had already been stretched to
serve 400 and there was practically nothing left to make more
chili out of.
BIM* Busher/ and Abby McBride (along with a dozen
Rotary-Anna) pitched in on the dish
-Mamie. detail In She *Boh-
an.
s.
MISS CALDWELL—
(Continued Prom Page One)
Mrs. Martha Frank Jolley,
one of the leaders of Girl
Scout Troop 182, sponsored by
the club, was a guest and 'gave
ass interesti- 7 and informative
account of their activities.
Mrs. Zuanita Phelps, pro-
gram chairman, presented the
prograin on the Emblem of the
B&PW. Those taking part
were: Narrator, Mrs. Gussie
Vincent; Torch of Truth, Mrs.
Zuanita Phelps; Wand of Mer-
cury. Mrs. Jetta Speight;
Scroll of Achievement, Mrs.
Louise Johnson; Ship of Com-
merce, Mrs. Lorene Harding;
MEd of Samotlware, Mrs.
Agnes Turner. This was a very
beautiful and impressive cens
mom and was enjoyed bv each
one present.
Hostesseis for the evening
were Mrs. Zlizabeth Caldvneli,
chairman, Mrs. Ann Whitnei
and Mrs. Mildred Freemen.
Two guests, Nns. Martha
;Frank Jolley and 64.0t. Mildred
Brown, were welcomed.
other
LT.-GOV. FORD—
(Continued fr.ym Page 0-to
volved to be made from the
city limits of the county seat
to the post office of the larger
city in the county. This puts
the distance well in compli-
ance with the 17-mile require-
ment.
The distance is computed
along the most convenient and
test-traveled highway.
The bill applies to counties
that have a town not larger
than fourth class and has an-
other town WI it which is larger
than the county seat.
There was speculation at
Sad that the action on the
indictment would open up
other cams, but, so far, there
him been no added action.
UNTIL DEATH!
At one itme in the ancient
Greek games at Olympia, the
featured event was a brutal
boxing-wrestling match called
the pankration, meaning "a111-
strength," which was fought
until surrender or death.
"Though I speak with the
tongues of men and of an-
gels, and have not Love, I
am become as sounding
brass, or a tingling cymbal.
And though I have the gift
of prophecy, and understand-
ing all mysteries, and all
knowledg; and though I have
all faith, so that I could re-
move mountains, and have
not Love, I am nothing. And
though I bestow all my goods
to feed the poor, and though
I give my body to be burned,
and have not Love, it pro-
fiteth me nothing. Love suf-
fer** long, and is kind;
Love envieth not; Love
vaunts* not itself, Is not
puffed up, Doth not behave
itself unseemly, Seeketh not
her own. Is not easily pro-
voked, Thinkeh no evil; Re-
joiceth not in iniquity, but
rejoice* in the troth; Bear-
e* all things, believeth all
things, hopeth all things, en-
dure* all things."
He was a man completely
without envy, who loved his
fellow man, was courageous in
giving expressions of his views,
yet never undertook to force
them on others. The shield he
bore through life had em-
blazoned on it, "Loyalty, love,
honor, integrity, and courage."
In the passing of Charles B.
Fields, the Bar of Tennessee
and, in particular, the Onion
County Bar and the people in
this community have sustained
a great loss, and we share in
a common grief.
THEREFORE, BE IT RE-
SOLVED on behalf of the
members of the Bar Associa-
tion of Obion County in appre-
ciation of the life and services
of the late Charles B. Fields
that this Memorial Resolution
be spread upon the records of
both the Chancery Court and
the 'Circuit Court of Obion
County.
/s/ C. W. Mlles, III
Is/ Tom Elam
/s/ Sam C. Nailling
Fulton Schools In
Regular Session
Fulton City Schools resumed
classes Tuesday morning, after
being dismissed Friday, Feb-
ruary 20th1 for a work Stop-
page.
The Fulton City teachers re-
turned to their respective jobs
after the recommendation of
the Kentucky Education Aaso-
ciatioei meeting was held in
Louie/vine on Monday of this
week.
Regular classes are now In
session.
P-6 Fulton Co. News, Thursday, March 5, 1970
ART GUILD—
(Continued from Page ono
an art exhibit during the Ba-
nana Festival last year. Fol-
lowing the Saturday workshop
a critique of the work done by
the local artists will be held on
Sunday.
The two previous workshops,
conducted by Robert Jackson
of the Art Department faculty
of Murray State University
have received "rave" notices
from members of the Art Guild
participating. Held at the Wo-
man's Club last Saturday, the
morning sessions were devoted
to a delightfully informal, but
knowledgeable session of art
from the impressionistic, to the
abstract, to the modern, op art,
and the afternoon to paint and
brush sessions.
On Sunday when Mr. Jack-
son conducted the appraisal of
his "students" work he had
some "rave" notices of his
own for the local participants.
Mr. Jackson was high in his
praise of the talent and artistic
ability evinced by some of the
local Art Guild members. He
commented that some of the
work is worthy of acceptance
into the most discriminating
exhibits.
Mrs. Wright has appointed
Mrs. Nelda Bushart and Mrs.
Judy Andrew as co-chairmen
for the children's at work-
shops. Persons interested in
participating in the classes
may do so by contacting either
of the chairmen.
WEATHER REPORT
(From current readings and
records of Jim Hale, South
Fulton.)
FEB. 1970
Dolts High Low Precip.
51 24 
 
(tr) snow
26 44 16 
 
0
27 66 30 
 
0
28 58 41 (le) rain
MARCH 1976
1 56 48 
 
.1 rain
2 66 51 
 
(tr) rain
3 60 54 2.7 rain
FIVE YEARS AGO
FEB. 25 - MAR 3, 1965
25 28 15 .6 snow
26 52 16
27 61 32
28 66 44 (tr) rain
MARCH 1965
1 57 52 
 
.5 rain
2 59 39 
 
I rain
3 33 28  .3 rain, snow
NINE YEARS AGO
FEB. 25 -MAR. 3, 1961
25 37 27 ... .25 thin snow
26 70 24 ........ 0
27 66 39 
 .5 rein
28 45 37 
 
.75 rain
MARCH 1%1
1 55 34 ............ (r) rain
2 67 32 
 0
HOSPITAL NEWS
The f lowing were patients
in the Fulton hospitals on Wed-
nesday, " - ;..rch 4:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mike Sisson, Mrs. Jerry Ray
Johnson, Pat Wolff, Mrs. Joe
Harrison, Monroe Nicholas,
Gracie McWhoz•ter, Fulton;
Mrs. James Nolee, Route 4,
Fulton; Steven Jamison, Mrs.
Joe Harris, Debbie Harris,
Mrs. Janice Halley, Russell
Boaz, Mrs. James Bell, Mrs.
Jodie Bushart, Winston Lucy,
Miller Kelly, South Fulton;
Mrs. Wilson Outkao, Wings);
Mrs. Thomas Lee Brooks,
Route 2, Wingo; Mrs. J. A.
Galloway, Benton; Mrs. K. P.
Dalton, Jr., Water Valley; Mrs.
Estee Cunningham, Dukedom;
Mrs. James Cooper, Hickman;
LaVerne Campbell, Crutchfield.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Bernice Henry, Mrs.
Anna Baraham, Mrs. Anna P.
Bell, Mr. and Mrs. Mose Mc-
Clure, Mrs. Myrtle Cursey,
Glenda McManus, Mrs. T. J.
Smith, A. L. Oox, E. Hancock,
Mrs. Onie Sams, Mrs. Maude
Matheny, Mrs. Anna Mae Jon-
akin, Raymond Pruitt, Efts
Ruckile, Mrs. Sarah Brown,
J. S. Mullins, T. B. Neeley,
Mrs. Vera Parrish, Mrs. NOit
Milan, Lafayette Patterson,
Mrs. Frank Heflin, Mrs. Jewell
Boulton, Mrs. MaAtie Om, Mrs.
Virginia Audio, Nelson Tripp,
Mrs. Montelle Tripp, Mrs. Ma-
rine Hickman. Mrs. Connie
Puckett, Fulton; Mrs. Bessie
Stunson, Mrs. Mattis Elam,
South Fulton; Mrs. Maude
Woodruff, Mrs. Myra Stahr,
Hickman; MSS. Ellen Coats,
Min. Heim Myers, MM. Mar-
garet Hall, Glenn Wailner,
Union City; Willie McClana-
han, Crutchfield; Randall
Laird, Mrs. Kay Brown, Water
Valley; Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Yates, Joe Pillow, 0. J.
Vaughn, Wing°; Mrs. 741aYoung, Mrs. Totsie Gilliam,
Dukedom; Mrs. Viola Nanny,
Sharon.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our
thanks and deep appreciation
to our friends, neighbors and
relatives for every kindnete
shown us during the illness and
death of our loved one. may
God bless each of you.
The family of
Curtis J. Vaughan
S. P. MOOSE & CO.
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479-1864
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl arid Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern and
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
3 62 42 (4r) rain 
Get with
the Bourbon
that scores
high.
Mira= Walcott
Ten High
Come over to the taste
of Ten High, a true
Bourbon of Hiram Walker
character and quality.
Sip it slow and easy.
You'll be doubly glad you
joined us—when you
remember Ten High's
welcome price!
Your best bourbon buy
HIRAM
WALED
4, cdev„.0-11.
•
fle PR00
01sM WA Lkers
eva-41. .0!s
TEN HIGH
STRAIGHT BOURDON
WHISKEY
86 proof • Hiram Welker & Sons Inc., Peoria, al.
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Time Bill Effort
Loses In Senate
FRANKFORT, Ky.,.
The Senate, today, beat down
by a vote of 19-11 a motion that
would have taken from commit-
tee a bill outlawing Daylight
Saving Time in Kentucky.
The vote followed a plea by
Sen. Tom Garrett, of Paducah,
that the Senate not exempt Ken-
tucky from the National Uniform
Time Act — a step which he
said would place Kentucky in an
unfavorable economic position.
The attempt to take the bili
from the State Government Com-
mittee headed by Wilson Pal-
mer, of Cynthiana, started
Thursday. Sen. Edwin Freeman,
of Harrodsburg, obtained five
my'
signatures calling for the floor
vote.
T h e committee Wednesday
failed to clear the time bill
which is sponsored by Palmer.
Only four members voted to free
the bill; five are required.
Sen. Carroll Hubbard of May-
field cast the only no vote in
the committee.
Rep. John Rickert of Hardin
County, sponsor of a slow-time
bill in the House, first decided
to try to extract his bill from
the rules committee headed by
House Speaker Julian Carroll
of Paducah. He switched plans,
however.
THE NEWS SECONDSECTION
L ',TON. KENTI.TCM' THURSDAY., MARCH 5, 1970 Of interest to Homemakers
Mascot To
Be Proud Of
SALMON, Idaho — Lots
of athletic teams have live cou-
gars, bears, ponies or falcons
for mascots—but dig that mas-
cot for the Salmon high school
Savages.
She's Roseann George, 15, a
full - blooded Shoshoni-Bannock
Indian. Miss George is a high
school soohomore.
WHITE OLIVER 1855
a brand new
turbocharged diesel
with 98 Certified
pto Horsepower
• New from grille to platform, an ultra-modern tractor with an ultra-modern_
engine. VI Turbocharged, 6-cylinder diesel with a divided exhaust manifold that
provides strong, steady power at all engine speeds. 11. New, closed-center hydraulic
system delivers extra "muscle" whenever and wherever you need it, greater lift
at low engine speed. W New, self-adjusting, double-disc power brakes—smooth
hydraulic stopping power. W New hydraulic control of pto: "feather" engagement
to start loads smoothly, 540 or 1,000 rpm. W New wander-free power steering
system reduces drift, includes column that tilts to 5 positions. I New, isolated,
rubber-mounted platform and instrument panel dampens vibrations, reduces heat
and noise transmission. W Optional Hydraul-Shift with on-the-go underdrive and
overdrive offers 3 speeds in each of 6 ranges-18 in all. W Extra wheel guard fuel
tanks boost capacity to more than 100 gallons (standard 35-gallon tank). W Op-
tional cab with air conditioner, gasoline engine (92 Certified pto Horsepower).
• Three types: Row Crop, 4-Wheel Drive, Wheatland/Ricefield.
  DUHAVANT TRACTOR CO.
Highway 45-E South Fulton, Tenn.
Plus BIG SAVINGS on WHITE - HOT SPECIALS
On Other TRACTORS and COMBINES
Rep. Clapp's Resolution Goes
Into Demo Leader Proposal
proposal was designed to pro-
mote Ford's candidacy for gov-
ernor.
He said it is a "poor, tiring
repition of a hoax perpetrated
by the leadership of Ford's party
in 1966."
"We don't need more studies
. . . what we need is action,"
shouted Demarcus.
House Majority Leader Terry
McBrayer, strong prospect for
lieutenant governor in 1971, re-
sponded to Demarcus.
McBrayer, of Greenup, said
Gov. Nunn failed to give the
pachers a raise in his 1970-72
tudget because a poll by the
governor's off ice showed it
Clapp said he had high_m—Would not be popular with the-
gard for the new proposal and voters to do so.
appreciated consideration of his ; "He puts politics first, not
resolution in adopting it. •phildren first or the teachers
In announcing the plan to cre- :first in deciding to give teachers
ate a study commission for edu- any more money," he said.
cation, Lt. Gov. Ford said, "this McBrayer also accused the
joint resolution provides the ma- governor of being "so quick to
chinery and policy for resolving criticize and so slow to recom-
the tragic impasse which has de- mend."
veloped between the educational 
- He said he was pleased that
leadership of Kentucky and its 
.!.Kip Van Winkle has awakened
government structure." 
'from his slumbers and overnight
Teachers crowded in the Cap- has become aware of the prob-
itol corridors disagreed openly tem."
upon hearing of the proposal.
Several said they could see noth-
ing in it to meet the present
problem.
On this, Dr. Marvin Dodson,
executive director of the Ken-
atugcrkeyed. Education Association,
Lyndle Barnes, KEA staff
member who formerly was prin-
cipal of Reidland High School,
said he thought the study pro-
posal was sound but that he,
also, could see no direct link
between it and 'the strike which
is under way in Kentucky.
"Will it mean that our dc.
mantis are being met? No, it
will not," said one of the teach-
ers here to plead with lawmak-
ers for consideration of the
KEA's four-point package for
1970.
The Republicans branded the
Democratic move as a "political
hoax."
Democrats then accused the
governor of meddling with a
situation he helped to create.
House Minority Leader Harold
Demarcus of Stanford said the
By BILL POWELL
Sun-Democrat Roving Editor
FRANKFORT, Ky.,
A Feb. 17 resolution introduced
by Rep. Lloyd Clapp of Graves
County and calling for a broag
study of education by a 15-mem-
ber commission was "absorbed"
into the Democratic leadership's
education-examination proposal
which is regarded as the Demo-
crats' response to the present
teacher crisis.
Lt. Gov. Wendell Ford said
Rep. Clapp served on a commit-
tee to draft the latest proposal.
"He is wholeheartedly in ac-
cord with the new resolution,"
said Lt. Gov. Ford,
WE'VE MOVED
To Reelfoot Avenue -East of the National Guard Armory
Union City, Tennessee
HOME
OF
THE
12 x 60
—2 Bedroom
— Front Dining Room
— Wall To Wall Carpet
— Early American
— House Type Furniture
Regular $6495.00
$5,195.00
12 x 56
— 2 Bedroom
— 
Spanish
— All Electric
— 2 Door Refrigerator
— Gold Carpet
— House Type Furnitur.
Regular $6195.00
$4,950.00
12 x 60
— 3 Bedroom
— Early American
— souse Type Furniture
— Wood Dinette
— Avocado Appliances
— DeLuxe Shower Dobt
Regular $6450.00
$5,150.00
SEE These Deluxe Homes On OUR SALES LOT
7 - DAYS A WEEK 9 A. M. To S P. M.
— No Plush Offices
— No Salesman Commissions
— Low Discount Prices
— Bank Financing
OAKSHIRE PLACE
MOBILE HOME SALES
"A Huge Wade — Nathan Wade Enterprise"
. Democrats have offered teach-
ers raises of $200 thfs year and
8100 next year.
Teachers have responded with
indignation and even anger at
the pay proposal. All week, they
have jammed the Capitol but-
tonholing legislators — asking
for consideration.
At one stage during the week
a group of Fayette teachers sur-
rounded Rep. William McCann
of Lexington near the left-hand
door leading to the House floor.
The House was in session, and
as the conversation became
noisy, the teachers were asked
to leave that area.
They moved to the corridors
near the main entrance to the
House chamber and continued.
The Democrats' plan calls for
a commission to be known as the
Survey Commission on Public
Education (SCOPE). Three of
the nine members would be ap-
pointed by the governor; the
other six would be named by
the House and Senate.
--The resolution proposes ap-
propriation of 5100.000 for the
study which would cover issues
ranging from financing to long.
range educational priorities.
Ford said at the press confer-
ence at which the plan was un-
veiled:
"The governor has failed to
meet the responsibilties of lead-
ership. He has turned i deaf
ear to teachers and passed the
buck to the legislature.
"The legislative budget made
a sincere effort to give some
consideration to the immediate
needs of teachers. Since the
strike has been in effect, the
governor has once again abdi-
cated his responsibilities. Ob-
viously he is hoping to witness
a three-way battle between leg-
islators, taxpayers and the
teachers . . . A battle from
PUBLIC SALE
— Household — Antiques —
SATURDAY, MARCH 14 — 10:00 A. M.
at the homeplace of the late Mrs. Doomie Mc-
tlliire =- 602 Oakdale St. Dresden, Tennessee.
Col. Rubert Ainley, Auctioneer. Licensed -
Bonded, Ky. - Tenn. No. 6.
which he could mint the coin of
expedient political advantage.
We do not intend to abdicate our
responsibiliites. We cannot sub-
mit to government by blackjack
and insurrection,"
The study would include:
1. An evaluation of the quality
and quantity of the educational
product of state schools.
2. An examination of financing
and taxing trends for the com-
mon school system.
3. An evaluation of Kentucky's
educational progress in terms of
the needs of Kentucky society
and Kentucky students.
4. A study of the relationship
between primary and secondary
education and all past-secondary
education.
5. A recommendation for a
series of long-range priorities
with regards to Kentucky's abil-
ity—to pay for educational ser-
vices.
6. A recommendation for im-
proving the administration, or-
ganization and delivery of edu-
cational services.
7. Recommendations for inno-
vations and new educational
techniques into school districts,
permanent guidelines and prin-
ciples to govern the level of pub-
lic support of common school
education and new ways to mini-
mize pernicious political influ-
ences within the system of com-
mon schools.
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Happy Day Professional Cleaners
Alaskan Oil Known
More Than Century
JUNEAU—Alaska's oil poten-
tial has been known for more
than a century. Finding oil
seeps in scattered locations
along the shores of the Gulf of
Alaska, 19th century scientists
sent to explore for the czar re-
ported Russian America a good
potential source of lamp oil.
Early American prospectors
staked oil claims there and in
1902 a successful well was
drilled south of Cordova, near
the Gulf of Alaska.
Guaranteed!
Inside Latex
WALL PAINT
Good Quality
$2.99 
Best Quality
$3.99 gal.
We Make Keys
Railroad Salvagb
Company
Lake St. — Fulton, Ky.
10
WE REFRESH
SLIP COVERS
DRAPES —
EVERYTHING!
West State Line, Fulton 479-2525
— DRIVE-IN WINDOW —
1 - DAY SHIRT SERVICE — 1 HOUR DRY CLEANING
*.................••••••••••••••••••
1 CLOSE-OUT SALE!
• All Sporting Goods and Equipment, Television,
•
• Stereos, Guitars, Etc.•
•
•
• EVERY ITEM IN THE STORE
•
•
•
except guns and ammunition
WHILE STOCKS LAST
Nothing Reserved ... Nothing Held Back
BROADWAY
GUN SHOP
BROADWAY STREET SOUTH FULTON
S. 
• •••••••••••••••••••  ••••••  ******
.411, ••••• ••••••••.. •••16
Publisher Asks
Press Group Help
HICKMAN, Ky.,
Continuing to be plagued by ar
advertising boycott, Ro Gardner,
editor-publisher of the Hickman
Courier, has tabled to the Ken.
tucky Press Association for sup-
port.
Gardner said he has asked the
press group to support him in
the wake of the advertising boy-
cott which he claimed was start-
ed against him last month.
The editor, who has become a
controversial figure in the coun-
ty seat of Fulton County, said he
is losing advertisers because of
his reports and editorials on
charges of racial discrimination
at Fulton County High School.
Gardner said he has already
lost eight of his major advertis-
ers and has been told that it
was because of the stand he had
taken with his newspaper.
On an average, he said, the
tabloid-size weekly consists of
14 pages with about 60-65 per
ce.rit advertising.
This week's paper contained 10
pages eight about 40 per cent
advertising, he said.
Gardner said many of die lid-
(Miff IN
;at 41Tat
I Ull, 111
FRI., SAT., SUN.,
MARCH 6-7-8
LEVY- GARDNER-LAVEN presents
"MIMI
VVEZIESICEir
El MR bylletuieBurt Reynolds
United Artists Clint Welker
— — PLUS —
DEAN MARTIN- STELLA STEVENS
OPEN 7:PM
I Complete
Showing 7:15
I Hr. Repeat
vertisers who have dropped
from his paper are now adver•
tising in a shoppers' news pub-
lished by the Fulton Daily Lead-
er, 17 milgs from Hickman.
"I haven't requested any fi-
nancial assistance f r o m the
KPA," Gardner said. "I am
just apraising them of the situa-
tion."
"The funny thing about this is
that nobody has said that I have
lied or slandered them, although
tome people have told me that
am one-sided," Gardner said.
Gardner said he has been told
'3y a Louisville attorney that he
has grounds for a civil suit lit
he can prove someone is startihg
the boycott.
"I will not hesitate for a
moment to bring suit if T can
find out who is behind it," he
said.
The editor said he feels the
boycott is being carried out by
only a small minority of the
community. He added the group
conducting the boycott is trying
to force him out of business.
"They think they will run' me 
out of the community," Gard-
ner said. "I am going to stay
here as long as I can."
Gardner said he began to feel
the pressure of the boycott after
writing a series of editorials
critical of the county school
board and claiming there was
discrimination in the high school.
An official of the state De-
partmeriFtY Education investi-
gated discrimination charges
leveled by the Black Student-
Parent Council and reported the
Charges to be unfounded.
However, Gardner called that
report a "whitewash."
Officials of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Health, Education and
Welfare conducted their own in-
vestigation into the charges.
The results of that probe have
not been announced.
The black group is also plan.
fling to file a suit in Federal
Court in Paducah seeking to
force school officials to allow
several black students back into
Class.
The students were suspended
when the school officials said
they violated a school
FULTON
MICH KY
— NOW —
SHOWING
Thru MARCH )0th.
Paramount Pictures Presents
Aion jRiaki Ncd.00n
The
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IF YOU'RE JOINING
A WALK-1N ...
he casually fashion-right and
comfortable with a pair of genuine handsewn
Weejuns® moccasins, made only by Bass.
It's the smart thing to do.
RUNNERUPS—District 24 Tournament Director
Bill Forrester of Obion County Central presents
the runner-up trophy to South Fulton at the
conclusion of the district meet at Central
FRANKFORT, Ky.,
Two freshmen representatives
from West Kentucky today joined
a group of House members in
proposing an "urban package"
of laws dealing with various
problem areas.
Siging the proposed legislation,
engineered by Rep. William Ken-
ton of Fayette County, were
Rep. Ralph Graves of the First
District of Hickman, Fulton, Car-
lisle and Ballard, anud Rep.
Richard Lewis of the Sixth Dis-
trict of Marshall, Lyon and Cald-
well.
The improvements sought in
the package range from im-
proved rat control to use of
"distressed theaters" for cul-
tural centers.
Said Kenton, "We enter the
last third of the 20th century
with a full realization that the
time has come to deal with the
problems of urban decay and
human despair whir h• are
spawned in the whirlwind of
rapid urbanization."
He said the problems long as-
sociated with "our sister indus
trial state now have become a
part of the Kentucky scene."
"The tragedies, turbulence and
frustrations of the 190r must
be the inspiration for the next
decade," he said.
The urban package would in-
clude:
1. A bill to strengthen the rat
eradication law of Kentucky.
2. A measure eliminating open
pit toilets in cities.
3. A bill that would suspenC
rent payments on a building un-
fit for human habitation until
the dwelling is adjudged by
the building inspector to be us-
able. If a tenant decided to re-
main. on the property, his pay-
ments would be placed in es-
Saturday evening. The South Fulton team lost
a hard-fought match to the Central lassies
50-45 in the tournament finals.
crow. Funds would be returned
to the tenant if the landlord
failed to make proper repairs
in six months.
4. Tax incentives for proper
rehabilitation of buildings. Un-
der this provision low income
and high density property
designated by the tax commis
sioner as "subject property"
would be improved by the owner
that would exclude the capital
,mprovements for taxation for
five year.
5. A neighborhood park incen-
tive program. This act would
permit the state to use state
funds to aid local governments
in the acquisition and establish-
ment of local neighborhood
parks on a matching fund basis.
The Department of Parks would
be limited to $25,000 on any one
project.
6. Outpatient health facilities
through an act that would estab-
lish such facilities through the
Kentucky Department of Health.
The facilities would be in
crowded and poor areas. The
funds necessary for the program
would be derived from a million
dollar bon ssue to be submitted
to Kentuckians in November,
1971.
7. A law that would place a
tenant on each municipal hous-
ing board in the state. The re-
presentative would be elected
by other tenants.
8. Turning of "distressed"
theaters into neighborhood cul-
tural and recreational centers.
Funds for this would also be
raised by a bond issue submitted
in November 1971. Money lent
to local organizations would have
to be matched on a 50-50 basis
MSU Will
Administer
$5,500 Fund
MURRAY, Ky.—Murray State
University has been named to
administer a 65,500 scholarship
fund provided by the R. 0. Wil-
son Sr., Memorial Foundation,
Lexington, M. 0. Wrather, chair-
man of the scholarship commit-
tee at Murray State, has an-
nounced.
The fund will provide a $275
scholarship each year to a Ken-
tucky high school boy or girl
wishing to further their educa-
tion In the field of agriculture
or home economics, Wrather
said, although students who wish
to study in other fields also will
be considered.
Although Murray State will ad-
minister the scholarship, a re-
cipient of the grant may choose
to attend any of the state-sup-
ported colleges or universities in
the commonwealth, he empha-
sized.
The scholarship is primarily
for first-year students, he added,
pointing out that, In some cases,
the grant may be continued dur-
ing the sophomore year. If an
upperclassman Is selected to re-
ceive the grant, an announce-
ment of the selection will be
made by March 1 prior to the
scholarship's effectiveness in
September, he said.
Any Kentucky high school
senior may apply. Application
forms may be obtained by writ-
ing to Mr. M. 0. Wrather, chair-
man, Scholarship Committee,
Murray State University
Spain Reduces
Infant Mortality
MADRID—Bystressing
health education, Spain h a a
succeeded i n reducing infant
mortality. In 1901, 186 of every
1,000 infants born died in their
first year. In 1936 the figure'
was down to 112 per 1,000, and
in 1968 to 24.2
by local organizations. The Ken-
tucky Arts Commission would
help the local councils carry out
their duties. Money for the pro-
jects would be in loans for
periods ,of 20 years. The plan
would involve $.5 million on a
rotating fund basis to "support
:ocal units of government in
their efforts to develop civic and
community centers."
Dr. Dykes
On Visit
To India
Dr. Archie R. Dyke'', chan-
cellor of the university of Ten-
nessee at martin, currently is
visiting in India and will be in
that country through March 20 to
observe and evaluate programs
being conducted there by the
university In cooperation with
the United States Agency for
International Development.
He began his trip last 'Thurs-
day.
On his executive visit in
behalf of the university, Dr.
Dykes is conferring with top
level govertenent officials ot
India, Ambittsador Keating at
the U.S. -Embassy, and united
States AID officials in New
Delhi. He will be visiting uni-
versity and government admin-
istrators in the two states of
Mysore and Tamil Nadu
Madras , and U-T faculty
Members and their families.
Dr. Dykes also plans to ob-
serve agricultural programs in
the villages and throughout the
countryside while in India. Mrs.
Dykes is accompanying him on
the trip.
The University of Tennessee,
in cooperation with the United
States government's Agency for
International Development, is
conducting programs in India
to provide technical assistance
in agriculture in the states of
Mysore and Tamil Nadu.
In Mysore, U-T has two
Projects. One program under
way since 1956, is aimed at
helping promote agricultural
development through Mysore's
University of Agriculture Scien-
ces at Bangalore. The institu-
tion has programs in agricul-
ture, veterinary science, agri-
cultural engineering, forestry,
fisheries, home econondcs and
•
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otners. t.1-T has a regular
staff at Mysore University of
eight full-time advisers and
six short-term consultants
aiding with the program, all of
whom are engaged in such edu-
cational activities as campus
planning and setting utstourses
and programs of study to im-
prove graduate teaching, re-
search, and extension work.
A second program is being
conducted there to help the
people increase production of
food grain crops through use
of high-yielding varieties and
fertilizers, control of insects,
and through various other meas-
ures, A staff of six full-time
and four short-term consultants
are involved in this program.
In laMil Nadu, U-T is
to work with people in these
states. The three technical as-
sistance programs In agriculture
are finance by mods suppliod
by,ihs United state" savant-
ment through AID. Firs Ober
U.S. land grant consist, and
universities ars assisting in
similar programs in India. The
government of India Invited the
United states to conduct these
Programs and is providing
matching funds.
In another phase of the AID
programa, members of the
university staff from India CoMe
to the UniversPv of Tenowl-
see and other universities WO*
U.S. for graduate study. As
Present. more than 150 are so-
rolled. Following several years
of study in U.S. universities, they
return to India and assume posi-
tions of leadership in their re-
spective institutions of higher
learnine.
UNIVERSITY OF TENN.
Friday, March 6th 8 P. M.
— MARTIN, TENNESSEE —
Presented by Student Government
INTERNAT IONA
OPPORTUNITY IS KNOCKING
The Henry I. Siegel plants, Fulton, Ky.,
and South Fulton, Tenn., need sewing machine
operators. Experience is not necessary. Apply
in peison or call the personnel administrator.
South Fulton, Tenn. plant 479-1431 or Fulton,
Ky. plant 472-2321.
We are an equal opportunity employer.
IN PERSON
Singing his Capitol * d hits, insluding
*The Fightin' Side of Mn *Marna Tried
*Oki_ from Muskogee *The Fugitive
BONNIE
OVVENS
Philadelphia Lawyer
and the Strangers
admission
all seats
purchased in advance
guaranteed
Mr. Gospel Music
and his
Gospel Opry
Quartet
*How Great Thou Art * This Ole Hous•
*Daddy Sang Boss *Peace in the Volley
LOIS JANE
MUSIC CITY JUBILEE
STRING t BRASS SAND
on sale now/
RESERVED 
_  $4.00<
GEN. ADMISSION  
AT DOOR
dr 
Compare And Save
2- DOOR - 12 CUBIC FOOT 2- DOOR -14 CUBIC FOOT
General Electric
Refrigerator
$219.95
3-PIECE BED ROOM SUITE - - $109.95
SUPER DELUXE
Speed Queen
Automatic Washer
$214.50
100%
Nylon Carpet
$3.48 Sq. Yd.
22. INCH CUT
3.5 Horsepower
$49.95
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Our Thanks and Appreciation!
'— We Redeem USDA Food Stamps
‘,. IfitLiberty hai been in Fulton for one year. We
wont to take this opportunity to expn 
C 
ss our 
— We Cash Pay Roll Checks -
sincere THANK YOU and APPRECIATION for
your patronage during the past year. We have 
 
We Run Our Ad . 7 - B-I1 DAYS
worked hard to make • more attractive and
work hard to give you every service we can MARCH 4 and goes thru MARCH 10.
complete store for you, and will continue to This Ad Starts WEDNESDAY MORNING LIBERTYpossibly provide. We appreciate your business. We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
C
4
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Tennessee
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K_coFFEE FoLGER,s(tRim.,T-.2., 79c sTE I ROUND
BONELESS ROLLED
RUMP ROAST
BONELESS   
SIRLOIN
U.S. Choice 89t
LB.
KRAFT
Vellieeta
c 29
2ibb(;,,P OLEBISCUITSPLANTATION 8 oz.can CHUCKSteak
FRYERS
LB. C
A •
TIP ROAST __ Lb.$1.0 9
PUREX Liquid Bleach: Gal. j S INSPECTEDU.  Whole. Lb25 0
Detergent
DASH pgkiagn.t730
LARACRACKERSLYNIT-— it.. U.S. Choice CHUCKoast - _ FIRSTCUTLB.
P"OERSHK CUTLETS Lb. 790
FRESH SLICES
PORK STEAKS 
 
Lb. 69c
FINESTCR SC THE WORLDSSHORTENING 3 cLB. 79t
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SALMON 13 TUNA3No. 1 tall can 3
PINK 79 Chief 1 CHUNK STYLE
CHUM 3 DEL MONTE 37
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0
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Armour's
VIENNA
Sausage ,
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cans ' .
11
HORMEL — (WITH BEANS)
CHILI Z- 15 V2-oz. Can $1.00
LYKES
STEW 24-oz. Can 59C
ends
114
and center
Porkp
cuts mixed
Loin 7S
FRESH SLICED
BFREEESHF LIVER 
 Lb. 390
BACK BONES Lb. 39CsuG
COUPON 
LB.
A R
 viGOITDHCHAUX 1 0 B 99 B iCON a ccuetnter fciurts tlb. lb. 59
ARMOUR
I EET 12 oz. 5 9 0
Teenie
CORN
Weenie
Cream
Style or3 3035 9
Whole can
Kernel
SMOKEDjowis BY THE- --
PIECE
OLD FASHIONED— LARGE Half or Whole
BOLOGNA Stick _ _ _ _ Lb. 390
FRESH  
NECK BONES 
 Lb 290
14-ozC I Blip DEL MONTE $41Bottles
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•
Shells
E
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Adam's
Frozen
12 oz. 35
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GEE GEE YELLOW
POP CORN 4-Lb. Bag
CRISCO
OIL 24-oz. Bottle _ _ _ 49c
Pet
20 ozPIES pies
Party
(Hills
Crackers 12 oz.
pkg. 29c
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Milk and Tobacco pro-
Coupon Per Family
March 10th
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LIBERTY
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Void After
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Lb. Bag $1.19
WORTH 16c
March 10th
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CRISPY
Apples
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Nunn Refuses To
Extend Deadline
Foi Auto Tags
FRANKFORT. Ky.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn Friday de-
clined to extend the deadline
for buying auto license tar'
Hence, Saturday is the final
day to do so.
In a statement. Nunn said:
"After extensive evaluation,
consultation with the leadership
of the County Clerks Association
and discussion with the heads
of other governmental agencies,
no reasons have been found
which outweigh the financial
and administrative disadvant-
ages of extending the dead-
line ..." •
Many ounty clerks have re-
ported license tag sales lagging.
Weather is usually an excuse
used by governers to extend the
deadline, but despite a severe
winter, the past week has been
comparatively mild.
Major Steel Mill
Due In Australia
MELBOURNE - A major
steel works will be b u il t in
Western Port Bay, about 40
miles from here. About $103
million will be spent by 1 9 7 3
on the cold-steel milL hut by 
1985 there will be a fully in-
tegrated works costing a bout
$120 million. The initial output
will be 500,000 tons, with an
ultimate capacity of 1.5 million
tuns a year.
WHAT'S THAT AGAIN?
"Don't ask rne.-! Your Dad
said no, and that settles it."
"Mother decided not to i sit
with us this sear. She's g.ting
to Hauaii instead."
"Yes, Brent's here, but he's
taking a nap. and leant disturb
him." - Brent Stark.
-WATCHING-IT-RUN- While  were running a few of
the kinks out of The Messenger's new 20-page press Tues-
day. Mrs. Joe Eakin and several of her Obion County Central art
Averages $42.76
LOUISVILLE, Ky.,
Dark tobacco sales continued in
Kentucky Friday, with Hopkins-
ville markets selling 176,404
pounds of eastern fire-cured leaf
at an average price of $47.42 per
hundredweight.
Western fire-cured auctions
moved 317,312 pounds at $42.76
a hundred, including 154,466
pounds at $43.69, Murray, and
162,846 at $41.88, Mayfield.
FRIDAY NIGHT
FISH
FRY!
5 to 12 p.m.
All you can eat $1.25
Children 75c y "slft
\
DERBY
Fresh Caught Fish
Hush Puppies, Slaw
Tarter Sauce
French Fries
RESTAURANT
,Fulton, Ky.
MAGGIE LEE 8. THE PERCUSSIONS
EVERY THURSDAY NITE
"t ;filo:
students dropped by to watch. Pushing the machine up to-Intl-
speed here are L.H. Ladd (left) and Claude Burnett.
THE BIG MAN'S OFFICE- °Mon County
Museum Committee members Mrs. George
Cloys and Tom Kilpatrick look over pictures
which have been hung in a replica of the late
Robert A. "Fats" Everett office being built
in the museum. Among the many pictures to
,
"44
Big selection in assorted
colors, fabrics and sizes
SALE STARTS MONDAY
HURRY, GOING FAST AT THESE LOW PRICES!
Make your selection and take home same dqy if you like.
Top-of-the-line, 1st quality Broadloom cut and bound in
popular sizes from factory mill-end remnants, Quantity
Limited.
Sears
HAMS 11101114k 4411
SEARS CATALOG SALES OFFICE
Broadway, South Fulton 479-1420
be displayed in the office is this one which
shows US Rep. Everett with Archie Cultra.
Persons wishing to lend or contribute items
to the museum may call the Obion County Fair
office at 885-5361 and the information will be
passed along to a Museum Committee member.
Committee Airs
Consumer Bills
FRANKFORT, Ky. KentUelty Law School, and Asst.
Spokesmen for three different Atty. Gen. Robert Bullock of the
proposals to help the consumer office's Consumer Protection
against various abuses put their Bureau. 
claims before a House commit-
bls h
MENTAL
HEALTH
MATTERS
Stanley F. Yolles, M.D.
Director
National Institute
of Mental Health
DRUGS IN 2000 A.D.
We hear so much that is bad
about drugs these days that we
may sometimes forget that
drugs, properly used, are essen-
tial and necessary. But that
there is a normal side of drug
use was pointed up at sessions
held by experts of the Amer-
ican College of Neuropsycho-
pharmacology.
These are scientists who work
year in and year out with all
kinds of arugs that affect the
mind. A recent issue of the Na-
tional Insitute of Mental
Health's Psychopharmacology
Bulletin reported on the experts'
session of scientific speculation
as to what might be expected
for drug use in the year 2000
by normal human beings.
Among the highlights of their
fascinating explorations of
future drug use is consideration
of drugs for problems of aging.
It is estimated that in 2000
A.D. the U.S. population will
be 310 million. Of these,-30'
million will be over 65 and 20
million over 75. Drugs may be
found and employed to coun-
teract such disabilities of the
aging person as slowness,
mental rigidity, dull senses, im-
paired memory, impaired
learning, emotional instability,
depression, anxiety, early
waking, unpleasant dreams, and
various "aches and pains."
At the turn of the century
then, which is only 30 years
from now, a nurse visiting a
75-year-old person may be en-
gaged as part of her job in
making sure that he is taking
regularly several kinds of vi-
tamin doses, a painkiller, a hyp-
notic and dream regulator, an
anti-depressant, a sedative or
psychostimulant, and so on.
But neither the drug experts,
nor anyone else concerned with
human health programs, expects
that drugs can or will do the
whole job then or ever.
"The real needs of the old
person are for love, not respect,"
the conference findings say. "To
be wanted or needed may be
an acceptable substitute for
love. The old person needs
achievement, not honor for past
achievements.
"Somehow he has to be given
opportunity to feel, at least in
fantasy, successful about pres-
ent achievement. The old
person needs to have fun, not
to resign with dignity. He must
be provided means through
which he can increase and in-
tensify his sensory gratifica-
tions."
Drugs will do a lot more for
the aging and for all of us in
the 21st Century than nowa-
days, no doubt, but it is also
obvious that other things, partic-
ularly real "human relation-
ships," will be needed as well.
One good rule for success-
forget your losses and setbacks
and start over again.
One version eventually will be ." .
reported out favorably for pos-
sible House action.
House Majority Leader Terry
McBrayer said Wednesday MP
night that his measure provides
far more consumer protection
than the rival proposals.
The Greenup Democrat de- *
scribed the Republican adminis-
tration's measure as "weak, y
vague and ineffective" and pro- IP
viding more comfort for trade
marks than for the customer. Av
Jeff Davis of Louisville ex- ir
plained Gov. Louie B. Nunn'S
version and then tried to fend
off sharp questioning by corn- IP
mittee members.
•
Davis insisted much of the bill A
is drawn from "model" legisla- V
jolt' elsewhere, but was chal-
lenged on this point by several
House members.
Explaining the bill endorsed
by Atty. Gen. John Breckin- A
ridge were Robert Viles, assist- I :
-nt dean of the University of •
Dark-Fired Leaf
Sales Close
At Mayfield
MAYFIELD, Ky.,
Dark-fired tobacco sales ended
here today with 177,522 pounds
selling at an average of $41.87
a hundred.
Total sales for the season
amounted to 3,912,578 for their
leaf, an average of $443.58 a
hundred.
Last year's dark-fired sales on
the Mayfield market totaled only
3,071,498 pounds.
IN THE AIR
More than six times as much
water flows across the united
States in the air as is carried
by all its great rivers, but
only 5 to 15 percent reaches
the ground.
•
•
•
FULTOGOODYEAR SERVICE S ORES
KENTUCKY
USk -CIUR EASY PAY PLAN!
• 
100 WEST STATE LINE PHONE 472-1000 
SAVE NOW
THRU SAT
NIGHT!
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Ellington Inks
Three Measures
NASHVILLE - Gov.
Buford Ellington signed three
measures into law Wednesday
including one to give Tennessee
voters a chance to decide if
they want the sheriffs of the
state's 95 counties to have four-
year terms.
The sheriffs are limited to
hvo.year terms, and the mesa.
ure Ellington signed would al-
low the voters participating in
the 1970 gubernatorial election
to vote on whether to amend
the state constitution to allow
the longer period,
The measure was passed by
the 1965 and 1967 legislatures
and will have to be approved
by a Majority on three different
days in the next session if the
voters decide they want the
longer terms.
THE WINTER niu SEASON
is coming on: is your hospitalizatimtadequate?
It it is not, Prudential has a polIy that pays
you $105. a week while you are in the hospital
... at a low, low cost. See your Prudential
Agent, TOMMY SCEARCE, 472-2562.
Cabin Lauan, 4x8 ft. sheet $2.95
Spice Lauan, 4x8 ft. sheet $3.45
Elm Vinyl panel
Extra Special; reg. $5.65 $3.95
Rustic Birch reg. $6.50 $5.65
Old World Birch, reg. $8.50 $6.95
Cash and Carry Only
BUILDERS SUPPLY-INC,
Walnut St., Fulton 472-1434
LE 25%0IFF
6.50 x 13 tubeless
blackwall plus $1.15
Fed. Ex. Tax.
No Trade Needed.
• Discontinued Design • ToughTutsyn rubber for
strength and long mileage
1.161i1Ult CAIN CHECK PROGRAM,
Because of as expected hoary demand for Goodyear tires,
we may run out of soma sills during this offer, but we will
be happy to order your sin tint at the advertised price and
Wye retarget cheek for future delivery of the merchandise.
Tires And Batteries Priced Competitively At The Following Dealer:
C. R. Bennett Goodyear
4th tir Depot . Fulton, Ky.
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Miss Curlin Engaged
To James W. Durham
MISS MARTHA CURLER
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall A. Curtin of Route 2, Dukedom, announce
the engagement of their daughter, Martha, to James W. Durham of
Crutchfield.
Miss Curtin, a graduate of Cuba High School, is employed by
Kinkead Industries in Union City.
The prospective bridegroom Is the son of Mr. and Mrs. George
Durhl m of Crutchfield. He at-
tended FultonCounty HighSchool where he is receiving his task.
and to, is with C Company, training.
1st Battilion of the U. S. Army, An April wedding is being
stationed at Ft. Bragg, N. C., planned.
Baptists To Consider
$29.1 Million Budget
NASHVILLE, Tenn.._
The Executive Committee of the
Southern Baptist Convention
has adopted a 1971 budget of
$29.1 million, and approved of a
dozen recommendations to im-
prove the denomination's pro-
gram of student work.
The record $29.1 million budg-
et, which must be approved
by the Southern Baptist Conven-
tion when it meets in Denver,
June 1-4, is an increase of al-
most $2 million over the 1970
budget.
If the full convention ap-
proves the budget, it would
mark a 7.3 per cent increase in
the budget for the nation's larg-
est Protestant denomination. In
contrast, several other major
religious bodies have faced
budgetary cuts this year due to
decreases in church contribu-
tions.
Almost one-third of the in-
crease would go to support the
six Southern Baptist theological
seminaries. Earlier Wednesday
the Rev. Dr. Olin T. Binkley,
president of Southeastern Bap
tist Theological Seminary,
Wake Forest, N.C., said the
seminaries would face a fi-
nancial crisis if their request
was denied.
The $5.9 million granted the
seminaries Wednesday was only
$500 less than they had request-
ed.
When broiling meats or bacon
on a rack, place one or two
pieces of dry bread in the broil-
er pan to soak up the dripped
fat.
Paducah Library
Board Receives
Grant Of $50,000
The Paducah Library Board has received an unrestricted
grant of $50,000 from a private foundation, according to Lionel
Minnen, chairman of the Library Board.
Minnen said the grant will be used to help defray con-
struction cost of the library.
Minnen also announced the Paducah Garden Club has
voted to undertake full responsibility for placing a formal gar-
den on the library grounds and other beautification work on
the site.
He said the formal garden will be located on the 6th Street
side of the new library. The club will have complete charge
of the planning and execution of the garden and will bear all
the expenses of planning and providing the garden as well as
the other beautification work.
Minnen expressed the board's appreciation to the club for
"Its fine civic effort," and said the group's decision to carry
out the beautification work at its own expense, "would signif-
icantly assist the library board in the funding of the library
work."
Members of the Paducah Garden Club planning commit-
tee for the proposed garden are Mrs. R. C. Smith, Mrs. Hardy
Roberts, Mrs. George Widener, Mrs. Robert Wenzel, and Mrs.
John Hester.
feeTaressmasseety 
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Write Your State Representative
RALPH GRAVES
4 Tanner Court Frankfort, Ky. 40601
PHONE
Bardwell
(502) 628-5490
628-5423
Frankfort
(502)
223-0496
Check and compare
price, quality,trim & selection with any super market...
ALL BEEF
HAMBURGER
3-LB. PKG OR MORE LB.
Fully Matured Beef
Sirloin Steak
Super-Right
T-Bone Steak
Store Sliced
IT'S A GOOD BET...
AuJiooqi, bvn
tv/knpthfrmoot
BEEF
CHUCK
STEAK
Boneless
CHUCK ROAST
89c
Lb.  919 Fresh Chicken PartsWhole Legs Lb. 680
L s .29 Frozenb
Halibut Steaks
Breakfast Bacon 
Purple Top
Turnips Lb 100
Lb  790
7041, Chunk Bologna Or .
Lb. / 7 Braunschweuger. Lb. 690
Frozen
Chicken Livers 541.99
GENUINE IDAHO
POTATOES
1WAG89C
Eight
O'Clock
Coffee
Sale!
3-Lb. 95
Can
MUM
10dOff 5th
RINSO 
'3. 48DETERGENT Ho,,C C -?)
.)With This Coupon • <  
, DGood Only Al A&P Food Stores ' D
Coupon Good Thru Sat., March 7z...... .)
Reg. Price Without Coupon ( j
Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer ( D
MUM
PRICES GOOD THRU
SAT. MAR. 7
SOFT P1,1
Toilet Tissue ____ 4
ASAP
Tomato Sauce 
ROLL
PKG.
BLADE CU f
RIB ROAST
4th &
5th Rib
390 Lux Liquid 32-oz.. _ 59C
‘s. Cans 
Stokely
80 
C
-;
at 
sup 
Ketchup 
_ -
20-oz 
3/ $1 TStokmel
yato Juice
16 P
Chicken Noodle 
L 10 Oz. erg
Campbell's Soup. o cans 41 Capri Liquid__
SAVE
27c
44 Off Kraft
Miracle Marg.
Dutch Queen
Lunch Meat
Jumbo Scott
Gala Towels
Aurora
Bathroom Tissue 3
A& P
Tooth Paste__
Birdseye Frozen
Awake
10( OFF
RINSO
DETERGENT
Nutley
Margarine 
TOAST'EM 100z. en
-
POP UPS Box 13..
With This Coupon
Good Only Al A&P Food Store
Coupon Good Thru Sat., March 7
Regular Price Without Coupon  
Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer
E111'
1120s.R90
A Cans
3 Rolls SI
2 Roll890
Pkgs.
3 9 Oz. $ 1
Cans
3 LB.
1 OZ.
BOX
4 14 Oz. $1
13tIs.,„
 
 
346 Oz. $1
Cans
 3 12-1Cans $ 1
WITH
COUPON
IN AD
JOIN THE SWING TO
Jane Parker
WHITE BREAD
num
NESCAFE
INSTANT
COFFEE
With This Coupon
Good Only Al A&P Food Stores 
Coupon Good Thru Sat., March 7
Regular Price Without Cbbpon
Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer
20 OZ. LOAVES
MADE WITH PURE VEGETABLE SHORTENING'
AMOR
2C10Ef2
FREE! 1 BAR OF
DOVEco NI pBLEA oTNYS z0EA P
WITH THIS COUPON &
PURCHASE OF ONE BAR
AGood Only At T 19A&P Food Stores
Coupon Good Thru Sat., March
Regular Price Without Coupon  
Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer
JEMONSOMOU 'AP
WANT ADO)
INCOME TAX returns pre-
pared; 35 years experience
Wilford Bostick, 207 3rd Street
Phone 472-1u7
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
MAN OR WOMAN: Reliable
person from this area to ser-
vice and collect from auto-
matic dispensers. No experi-
ence needed . . . %ve establish
accounts for you. Car, refer-
ences and $985.00 to $1785.00
cash capital necessary. 4 to 12
hours weekly nets excellent
monthly income. Full time
more. For local interview,
write, include telephone num-
ber, Eagle Industries, 4725
Excelsior Blvd., St. Louis
Park, Minnesota. 55416
To Travel In
Same Plane
LONDON — wnen
Queen Pli•ahoth ii tours New
Zealand next month she, her
husband Prince Phillip, son
Prince Charles and daughter
Princess Anne will all fly in the
ame plane for the first time.
The Queen decided in 1963 she
could fly In the same aircraft
with Prince Charles, heir to the
throne. Buckingham Palace,
making the announcement Fri-
day, said the decision was in-
fluenced partially by the birth
in 1960 of Prince Andrew, pro-
viding a second male heir.
Plastic or Galvanized Wells
ANY SIZE
Pump Sales and Service
Over 20 years experience
Church Drilling and Pump
Service
Nornbeak, Tennessee
Phone - 538-2497 538.2684
WANTED 42" HICKORY BLOCKS
We are expanding production at our plant.
 and will be able to handle many more-Hickory
Blocks than in the past.
We can provide a dependable year-around
market.
Write for prices and specifications.
New prices effective January 1, 1970.
O. P. LINK HANDLE CO., INC.
Princeton, Kentucky 42445
Charles Riley, Manager
DON'T LOOK
FOR
TROUBLE
ON YOUR
INCOME TAX
To get the full lion's share
of those legal deductions,
look no further! Just take
your tax return to I-1
BLOCK. There's on office near
you. Trained 'preparers will
tame your loxes.
BOTH
FEDERAL
S
AND
STATE
LIFE
 
GUARANTEE
UP
We guarantee accurate preparation of eve y tax return
If we make any errors that cost you any penalty or
interest, we will pay the penalty or interest
MR3 OCrco.
America's Largest Tax Service with Over 4000 Offices
ACROSS FROM THE FULTON LIBRARY
113 Washington Avenue Fulton, Ky.
Open 9 AM to 9 PM Weekdays
9 AM to 5 PM Saturday
Phone 472-3577 
KENTUCKY SENATE LEADERSHIP
1970 General Assembly
WILLIAM L.
SULLIVAN,
President Pro Tempore
Henderson
JOE D. STACY,
Majority Whip
West Liberty
WALTER "DEE"
HUDDLESTON,
Majority Floor Leader
Elizabethtown
CHARLES P. UPTON,
Republican Caucus
Chairman
Williamsburg
WENDELL VAN
HOOSE,
Minority Floor Leader
Tutor Key
NORMAN E. FARRIS,
Minority Whip
Somerset
Murphy Bill In House Could
Save Millions In Tax Money
FRANKFORT, Ky. — A bill
which purchasing officials say
could save millions of dollars
annually for Kentucky taxpay-
ers is being pushed in the House.
MB 204, introduced by Rep.
James E. Murphy, D-Newport,
would allow school districts
counties, cities and municipal
agencies to use state price con-
tracts to buy the hundreds of
millions of dollars worth of sup
plies—from envelopes to statioi
wagons—now purchased at ordi-
nary-market prices.
The bill is co-sponsored by
Reps. William Donnermeyer, D-
Bellevue; Lloyd Edward Clapp,
D-Wingo; John 0. Hardin 111, D-
Hopkinsville; George R. Sie-
mens, D-Shively, and John E.
White, R-Manchester.
In a letter to Rep. Murphy en-
dorsing the bill, Finance Direc-
tor Albert Christen said "Gov.
(Louie B.) Nunn has been ad-
vised of the position taken by
the department of finance in this
matter and is in general accord
with the philosophy of the pro-
posal However, no. Is no
You need a friend now.
They're all so faraway.
Call, get tender comfort
cause it been a long hard day.
Dial your lovin' phone calls when long distance rates are low...
tonight and all weekend long.
South Central Bell
commitment as to what action
he will take when and if the leg-
islative act is placed before
him."
State Purchasing Director N.
B. McCubbin estimated that the
step could save Kentucky school
districts at least $1 million a
year "at a time when they are
looking for money to give the
teachers a raise."
McCubbin listed examples of
savings possible if the bill is en-
acted: water cooriti,Viirlcent
off dealers' wholesale prices' air
conditioners, 61 per cent off;
light bulbs, 57 per cent off; light
fixtures, 68.5 per cent off; metal
office furniture, 44 to 56 per cent
savings; metal chairs, 56 per
cent; floor machines, 39 per
cent; laboratory glassware, 30
to 38 per cent; first-aid supplies
and medicines, from 40 to 81 per
cent off; evelopes 20 per cent;
dishwashing compounds, 22 per
cent; auto batteries, 60 per cent;
oil filters, 70 per cent.
"These percentages would be
the approximate savings from
normal market prices at the
sources presently available tc
public schools districts and mu-
nicipalities," McCubbin ex-
plained.
The state of Kentucky now
saves enormously by buying
many items in General Service
Administration (federal) con-
tract levels.
The plan proposed in 1113 204
would give local officials "legal
permissive authority to use the
state price contracts for pur-
chases in a manner analogous to
the state's use of GSA con-
tracts," Chiismi said
GSA contracts are based on
bids; state purchasing contract i
are also based on competitive
bidding, except in certain case!
where the law permits the ne-
gotiation of contracts on the
basis of GSA contracts.
After conferring with Christen
and McCubbin Rep. Murph)
said that HB 204 would make i
possible for school districts
counties and cities in Kentucky
to buy typewriters, adding ma-
chines, and dictating and trans-
cribing equipment at GSA
prices, "supposedly the lowest
available." Savings on photo-
copying machines and supplies
would run from 10 to 25 per
cent; on offset printing equip-
ment, from 5 to 10 per cent.
Classroom furniture would be
available at GSA price levels.
Transporation bargains would
also result, McCubbin pointed
out. He said these prices would
be available on four-door V-8
models, with automatic trans-
mission, power brakes, power
steering, radio, air conditioning
and undercoating: standard se-
dan, $2,042; station wagon, $2.-
245. Gasoline discounts also were
cited.
Tire prices also would be in
line: 4-ply nylon tubeiess, $13.31;
6-ply light truck, tube type,
$14.76; 10-ply truck or bus tires,
841.41. Other savings would in-
HARVEY and MARY JEFFREY
45.51 BY-PASS PHONE 472-1821
ing from $1.86 to $2.93 a gallon;
coffee, 70c a pound, and soda
crackers, 11 per cent off.
Christen and Murphy stressed
that the proposed law would not
compel any school district, coun-
price discounts but would be
wholly discretionary.
The Jackson Purchase Historical Society's
44.1
TOM GARRETT,
Democratic Caucus
Chairman
Paducah
Olivier Is
Actor-Director
LONDON — Sir Lau.
rence Olivier is directing and
acting in a film version of Anton
Chekov's "The Three Sisters"
being made at Shepperton Stu-
dios near London.
Olivier, who plays the part of
army Dr. Chebutikin, directs a
National Theater Company cast
including his wife, Joan Plow-
right.
The male lead is played by
Alan Bates.
4 Of 5 Persons
In ETV Areas
WASHINGTON—Four of every
five persons in the United
States are within viewing range
of educational television, accord-
ing to the U.S. Office of Educe.
tion. The potential educational
TV audience has grown from 105
million to 165 million since 1963.
More than 100 ETV stations
have been activated since 1963
and the number of states with-
out the service has been cut to
three — Alaska, Montana and
Wyoming.
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Labor To Seek Pay Hike.
Because Of Inflation
MIAMI BEACH — La-
bor leaders have served notice
that unions will be out for big
wage increases this year to try
to put workers abreast of IrUlta-
Hon.
"The average nonsupervisory
employe has had no advance in
the buying power of his weekly
after-tax earnings in four
years," the AFL-CIO Executive
Council said Thursday.
"It seems there's,mo catching
ti," said the 13.6 million mem-
ber labor federation's president,
George Meany, asserting that
workers and their unions have
no choice but to demand sub.
startle] pay hikes.
Rising living costs last year
wiped out 6.1 per cent of the
value of the dollar, more than
erasing pay gains of some 45
million rank-and-flle workers
who average $117,25 per week,
the labor council said.
Prices in January continued
up at a slightly lower annual
rate, the government reported.
Meany said inflation is due-to
excess profits and that the aver-
age workers should not be asked
to accept less pay. •
"I don't think you should ask
him to make a further sacri-
fice," Meany said, suggesting
that stockholders help fight In-
flation by taldng a little less
profit.
Some five million workers are
involved in major labor-man-
agement bargaining thlS year,
including trucking, railroad,
auto, clothing and other key In-
dustries.
Asked whether big wage hikes
were inflationary, Meany said,
"No, I think the shoe is on the
other foot." He said profits have
risen much faster than wages in
recent years.
SO WHAT? CURRENT ADVICE
The average United States Be cautious at school cross-
family of four eats almost three ings—give our children their
tons of food annually right-of-way to a long life.
. 
—
-
OPEN SEVEN DAYS
A
-WEEK 7 to 11
CIGARETTES BEER
SIX PACK$2"
Fulton's Only Convenience
Store With
RED CARPET SERVICE
it 
-n'- Go
MAIN INGREDIENT
Democracy will be dem-
ocracy only so long as public
opinion is its guiding force.
Jackson
Purchase
SESQUICENTENNIAL
EDITION
MAY BE PURCHASED NOW AT THE OFFICE OF
Ztir lifulton (Counti2 (Nails
209 Commercial Avenue Fulton
BOUND COPIES. . . $2" UNBOUND COPIES . . . $1"
We will mail anywhere in the U.S.
Add $1 extra per copy for postage
and handling.
The Jackson Purchase Historical Society has gathered
material for this Edition for many months. Many
people throughout the area contributed material.
Time did not permit the use of some material which
the Society hopes to use at a later date. This 124-page
Edition is in newspaper form wills advertising from
area businesses. Several hundred pictures and several
hundred thousend words are used in the edition to
tell a portion of the history of this eight-county area.
Mud, of the material is new and the entire edition is
the largest volume in one edition covering the
Purchase ever compiled.
A part of the revenue from the sale of the Edition
will be given to the Jackson Purchase Histories!
Society to assist them in their continuing their efforts
to gather and preserve the history of the Jackson
Purchase. This newspaper appreciates the tremendous
work of the Historical Society in this unusual
undertaking. Micro-film copies of this Edition as well
as bound copies will be presented to area libraries for
use m their counties by interested students and
historians. The Society appreciates the public's
contributions to the Edition and regrets that some of
the materiel was too late to be incorporated in the
history.
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PURELY PERSONAL:
Medical costs are rising, auto
repairs are rising, and so auto
insurance has had to rise, too...
the insurers would be happier
than anybody if hospital and
doctor bills suddenly came
down, and if Detroit began
making cars that could be re-
paired at reasonable expense...
Movie worth seeing: The Sterile
Cuckoo, in which Liza Minelli
does a fine job . . . a book I
enjoyed was The Secret of Santa
Vittoria, and I hoped the movie
would be good, too, but I must
admit it's only passing, with
too much slapstick and not the
fine suspensi of Robert Crich-
ton's novel about the people
in an Italian village during
World War 2 . the secret,
of course, was the 1,000,000
bottles of wine the villagers were
hiding from the German oc-
cupiers of the village.
• • *
COLLECTIVE NOUNS:
Here are some newly made up
collectibles—A rebuff of recep-
graphers, a meander of mes-
sengers and a jitter of job-
hunters. —Judy Blumenthal.
• • •
SAD POME: The widow
grieves, the children cry, "Why,
oh why, did Daddy die?"
She hates to let them know
the truth: He drove after too
much gin with a touch of ver-
mouth. — Brent Stark.
• • -tionists, a toque of fashion •
editors, a flash of photo- INTERVAL: Do yourself a
favor and perhaps prevent a
crash . . . keep an INTERVAL
on the highway. The Allstate
Motor Club says following too
closely causes up to 30 per cent
of freeway crackups!
• • •
One of the beautiful views of
the harbor and city comes from
the Bakoua Beach Hotel, a 15-
minute ride in a launch across
the bay from Fort-dc-France.
Bakoua Beach Hotel, open the
year around, is not for those
traveling on a S5-per-day budget.
It is located on low cliffs on the
edge of an immense bay and
affords magnificent ever-
changing views of Martinique's
majestic mountains and the bay.
The beach is not large but is
comfortable, and there are native
music and folk dances to con-
clude the luxury meals in this
truly splendid caravansary.
• • •
PURELY PERSONAL:
Movie you can miss, "Birds
of Peru", which lacks what it
Fulton, Ky. Thursday, March 5, 1970 Page 7
takes to make a good film . .
a good book, "The Prosecutor",
by James Mills . . . and another
interesting volume, "The
Golden Age of Piracy", by Hugh
F. Rankin . kudos for the
New Hampshire State Police,
who are using video tapes to
record traffic violations, and the
offenders can't argue against
what the film shows! . . . give
mcfrttiple brown betty, with a
golden crust and plenty of
raisins, and I'm content . . .
mmmm . . people who change
traffic lanes without signaling
are welcoming disaster! .. .
such carelessness breeds crashes!
Your clever, short, humorous,
timely contributions arc wel-
come. Help make this Home
Comfort and Advertisers' De-
light column even more appeal-
ing. You can reach meat: Major
Points, Allstate Plaza
Northbrook. Ill.
Steve Lindsey, owner and operator . .
m •
former manager of Piggly - Wiggly in Fulton
L,GIANT FOODS
MAYFIELD SHOPPING PLAZA_ZR-tieRA, beer& tivuOistanl
JACKPOT
TIIIS WEEK IS $50°P
 tyeu. Code& a 10iinkten . /letitiAt9  tfr 6Lui x.Tui.-R19 tam
CC
DOLLAR SALE
TOMATO JUICE 3-4G.....10.0
TOMATO CATSUP 3-10
SLICED PINEAPPLE
VIENNA, SAUSAGE 1- -oz
FRUIT 
COCKTAIL1-#303.,.1htd CORN 
6.°
5-*303.S.It°
SHOWBOAT PORK BEANS tc)cANs
MAXWELL HOUSE14v"TCOFFEE  Goz 
2
GIANT
BOXES
DETERGFNTz.,
• a1•••••
GIANT FOODS COUPON
WITH PURCHASE OF 5°P OR MORE ...
GIANT SIZE AJAX..1.
PLUS THIS COUPON AT GIANT FOODS
_ IN MAY Fiti.0
EXPIRES SAT. MARCH 1, 19'10
cEiVr9.,-ti
DOLLAR SALE
$ the
CREAM STYLE CORN
CUT GREEN DEANS 5 *3o3...g -
GARDEN SWEET PEAS S-*303.:1.1"
fop
PEAS ir CARROTS S W3o3.. •
4 400
SAURKRAur 6 #303..1 •
SLICED CARROTS 4,13.1
31(
LIBBY'S BUTTER SAUCE VEGETABLES 4 10
PEAS0 SLICED CARROTS ,1401-Y
CORN -*GREEN BEANS •,1/4
1111(7,:i 39 atAcketS 1•LES •SqLTINE
CRISP GREEN LETTUCE  ± EAD
Tomas imid
PE R LB.
 ...
FINE FRESH MUTTON
THOMPSON'S SAUSAGE PER POUND  . 69c EMGE FRANKS
ALL DRINK S... REGULAR SIZE... 6 BOTTLE CARTON WITH """CHASE
PER POUND
SLICED BEETS 6-ft303
DEEP BROWN BEANS 8 
1402...;.1"
TOMATo JUICE 8 al CAN...104
114
GRAPEFRUIT SEcT1ONS 3- #303 
6
. woo
PEACHES 3- #2.k-I_ 894
PEARS
L13.
130 GOLDEN RIPE BANANAS PER POUND  ar
DAIRsi BRAND
o R.
SE ALT EST
PURE
CREAMERY
LB.
.39c OLD FASHION CHEESE  PER POUND  99c
••
BIG 12_ 02 PACKAGE 49cDpEpo
•
DOLLAR SALE
PINEAPPLE JUICE
CORNED BEEF HA514
BEEF STEW 2.9-0:
SLOPPy JOE'S I
PINK SALMON lig ...794
A.faay4- gaye a  the MANT...  
790
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"SV1111+\AIG INICTHE '70's" JOIN THE SAVINGS PARADE!
',4541;0 \'1 E. W. JAMES & SONS SUPERMARKET
  OM&
41,a/1,0420A,J. s 
...... %WV\
4
utiNEII'S Vcstiv,d (,r Swirrs Park Lane
ICE CREAM
tlai 
90 BREAST THIGHS LEGS & THIGHS 
WHOLE
 Lb. 29c
LIVERS  Lb. 79c
Lb. 59cbc . STEAK
Lb. 39c
Lb. 39c
WINGS  
GIZZARDS _ Lb. 49c
CUT. UP FRYERS Lb. 33c
JAMPACKED with
MONEY•SAVERS
U. S. GOV'T. INSPECTE
DAISY STICK
OLEO fiIbs.$1
IVOHY I JOUID DISH WASHING
DETERGENT
149
! Rutile
TURNER'S or SWIFTS
ICE MILK i"GAL:44t
11.0RIDA - GOLD FROZEN
ORANGE JUICE
5 6. r. (C)Itri $t
1b.29Merit Saltine
CRACKERS 
CCOM A I'llOZEN
MEAT PIES
For
TURKEY,
BEEF,
CHICK EN
Giant Size- —10 OFF
F Beach
JUMBO KLEENEX
TOWELS
MOUSER VALLEY
SLICED BACON Lb. 790
REELFOOT
HOT DOG - FRANKS 2. Lbs. 990
FAT BACK Lb. 29c
NECK BONES 3- Lbs. $1.00
PIG FEET 3- Lbs. $1.00
PIG TAILS 3- Lbs. $1.00
HOG MAWLS 3- Lbs. $1.00
SALT SIDE Lb. 29c I Kleenex 140 Count
REELFOOT ( 8 - 10 Lb. Average)
SLAB BACON  Lb. 690
U. S. CHOICE
CLUB STEAKS Lb. $1.09
REELFOOT SLICED
mom iiirATcLuiluil iviLmur
Pickle, Pimento, Liver Cheese, Bologna,
Spiced Luncheon, Chicken, Deluxe, Sousu
6-oz. PKG.
LAKE BRAND
Imitation Bologna
By the
Chunk lb.
U. S. CHOICE
Sirloin Steak
9 lb.
TOMATO
HEINZ SOUP 2 Cans
GLENN VALLEY GREEN 
PEAS 6 Cans 
$ 
1 .00
RIB.. S. D. A.
CHOICE
NEW 2-LB. JAR L & M BRAND 79 c
PEANUT BUTTER Each _ /
pkgs
NAPKINS 3FoRsi
HEINZ STRAINED
BABY FOODALL FLAVORS
Limit 10 Please
10Jars890
200 Count
HAWAIIAN PUNCH Each _ KLEENEX 3FoR 89
RED 46-oz.
faanow 
-ame- -Now .ams.
LIMIT ONE COUPON PER FAMILY
PURE CA N and Additional 
COUPON5-1b.
$5.00 Purchase.
15116A Tobacco ProductsExcluding Milk & bag
.sems. -4111110- .411111. .11111MINa
We will have home made bread, pies, donuts and assorted sweet rolls. Friday & Saturday
QUART SIZE 15c OFF LIQUID
0 I
69'SWAN Each LIBBY'S 121/2-oz.CORN Can 
Grade A Large
EGGSA90Doz. II
IN BUTTER 290 1/2 GAL. Size
PUREXFREE 200shPopapiirnsg )airiLwaillit 
Numbered
FRFRIDAY & SATURDAYEach 
If your Cart has the Lucky Number you will win a free pair of hose!
EE
NICE-FIRM
-HEADS
CA BBA4•
FANCY BAG
CARROTS MO
VINE RIPEN
TOMATOES 
FRESH PUERTO RICAN
PINEAPPLES 15-Size
FRESH
TEXAS BEETS
Lb. 350
Each 49c
Bunch 250
FRESH TEXAS
SPINACH Lb. 29t
SWEET POTATOES 2- Lbs. 350EXTRA FANCY
45CFANCY CALIFORNIA "Fuertes"AVOCADOS Easli  New Reg. Size 5V off
TURNIP GREENS Lb. 250 PUNCH DET.Box340FRESH MISS CUT
each 370
FOKELI 'S 303 SIZEFruit COCKTAIL
di For
FANCY TEXAS PURPLE TOP 1 So
TURNIPS Lb.
We reserve the right to limit quantities
'LW. JAMES SONS/t,# umAXI-SAVINGS" 2:
SUPERMARKET 7
